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Introduction 
.. 
The Unity of Brethren, Unitas Frat:rum, or simply 
Brethren (Moravians) were a religious body 0£ emigrants 
rrom Bohemia and Moravia seeking a new lease on life when 
they came to America in 1734. They came to the new world 
seeking religious freedom for themselves and an opportunity 
to Christianize the savages and unchurched white settlers-
in the wilderness. Here, in this land of opportunity, 
they t1orked and toiled, surrounded their church-villages 
with small farms, shops and a central meeting house, and 
tried to live an exemplary, moral life, pleasing to both 
God and man. 
Almost inrrnediately, the Moravians, with their dissident 
views, became a controversial issue.in the colonies where 
they had settled. Their position was not readily understood. 
Small misunderstandings soon hardened into deep-rooted sus-
picions against the new arrival.a. Men in all stations of 
life differed widely in their attitude toward the J,roravians, 
" 
ror conflicting reports had preceded the.ir arrival. In some 
quarter.a, the ?·ioravians were highly praised; elfewhere, they .. 
were bitterly denounced. 
·-
The well-disciplined life: and the many material bene.fits 
which their settleme.nts brought to the differ'ent regions ~: 
were -quickly recognized by those in authority. Particularly, 
, . 
.. 
in the southern provinces, the Moravians earned a reputation 
... -- ·- -
' 
' 
... 
" 
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.. 
,, 
for frugality and ef.ficiency. In a short time. their reputa-
tion was favorably established among the more highly cultured 
and influential man.bars of· society. Their educational accom-
·-
. plishments won the admiration of friend and foe alike. Their 
missionary activities among the Indians and Negroes helped 
pave the way for a smoother assimilation among the races, 
while many, tired of religious bickering, l--rere attracted by 
the preaching of th~ir travelling ministers who scrupulously 
r· 
avoided religious controversy. The advancement of the 
M~ravian church as such was not the primary aim of this new 
group. The furtherance of vital religion, not denomination-
alism, was the object of these evangelists. 
To the pagan red-man, to the unchurched white settler, 
and to the despised black-man, wherever they fo~d people 
1ivho would listen, Moravian cr11saders preached the gospel 
of the cross and .the doctrir.e of non-violence. These practi-
. 
cal men were not attracted to "their charges" by any lofty 
ideas about the absolute goodness of mankind. They learned 
to know their converts by living among them. In the Breth-
ren's diaries were recorded many items concerning the country 
and the manners and customs of these people. The accounts 
tell of .the treachery, cowardice, licentiou~ness and indo-
lence in the most critical langu·~ge, while ~t · the same time 
paying tribut·e to the converts' few redeeming virtues. The 
•. 
-
! 
Brethren displayed great love and dedicated their lives to 
improving the spiritual and temporal necessities of. the less 
. 
~\ 
fortunate. These few deeds in themselves would have justi-
ii 
·--·· .I . 
. •' 
- '' 
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/; 111 I . 
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/ 
tied to future generations the Moravians 1 com!ng o ~erica, 
but subsequent events would add additional achi ements to 
their already long list of accomplishments. / _ 
On the other hard , a variety of m~srepr.¢sentation~,·-·-a~d 
·--"{\ 
lies·were spread by antagonists who secret~y coveted the 
Moravians' well-developed farmlands, who disagreed with the 
-
newcomers' r_eligious views, and who never fully understood 
the Brethren 1 s reluctance to bear arms and take oaths. 
Some enemies described the Brethren as Papists, religious 
deviates and dangerous fanatics. Others hurled charges that 
they were- in ).~ague with the Indians and French, and in this 
position, were a constant threat to the collective security 
.... 
of the colonies in which they re.sided. 'Ihese unwarranted 
fears by the Brethren's neighbors gave rise to demands that 
legal restraints be placed against them as unf'riendly aliens. 
The accused paid little heed to these charges, for they ha:i 
encountered the same kind of abuse in Europe. 'Ihese unre-
solved differences between the Brethren and their suspicious 
neighbors were to wax and wane with varying degrees of in~en-
sity until the advent of Lexington, Concord and Bunker Hill. 
. ' 
Like other religious zealots, the Moravians roresaw 
. " 
the beginning. of 1·1ar between the colonies and_ the mother 
country with the:, eyes of peace-makers. Th:is attitude in-~ 
curred for them the scorn and increased _suspicion of their 
neighbors,''first in the Georgia Colony, and later, in Penn-
sylvania where the· ·scotch-Irish accused them of being Tories. 
During this period the Brethren v1ere in the ·embarrass-
.. ~·t 
. -1 
I 
I 
'1 
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ing position of being suspected by both the colonists and 
the English. They refused to take the oath of allegiance 
• 
and would not bear arms. This seeming indifrerence to the 
needs of their adopted- .country during its de.rkest hours 
caused deep-seated resentments against all non-combatants, 
but particularly against the Brethren. More than that, they 
continued to pay rents on their land to the English even· 
after others ignored all obligations to Britain. 
, 
When the Brethren supplied the continental troops, they·· 
aggravated the Loyalists and offended England. When they 
refused to accept continental paper money in trade and re-
. ~ 
_fused to join the swelling clamor for independence or openly 
to denounce the King, their rebellious neighbors raised 
their eyebrows and recalled that the peace-loving Brethren 
had shouldered guns during the Indian Wars. From that 
isolated ract, they jumped off to all types of unfounded 
rumors. 
v· 
The Brethren were in an impossible position. They did 
their best to straddle this prickly fence. Occasionally 
·t~re were flashes of brutal violence. In 1779, for example, 
four ruffians terrorized the village of Salem, North Carolina. 
They beat one Brother until he was senseless, and they 
lmocked down another Brother an~ then stomped, bea.t,.gouge-d 
and tomeha1..Jked him. There were cases where Brothers were· 
st~ppped in the streets and had their coats stolen off thei:r 
·backs. On other occasions, the Brethren were fined and 
even imprisoned because they ran afoul of the obnoxious 
, ,, 
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m11·1 tia and test acts. 'lhey suffered humiliation and deg-
radation at the hands of their neighbors. But in the end, 
t:q,e passive resistence of these people- wore a11ay hate. 
It is the purpose of this pe.per, therefore, to examine 
the -militia and test acts passed in the years 1777 to 1789 
by-the Pennsylvania Legislature to determine whether the 
Brethren' s posi tion--a willingness to af'firm allegi·ance to 
American revolutionary officials and a refusal to take the 
required oath of Abjuration--was not as illogical as it ap-
peared to their neighbors. 
Further, it aims to show why the Brethren, historically'·, 
have been·' opposed to war, to trace the development of the 
Brethren•s position on war from the founding of the s~ciety 
.. ,._ ._ ... 
in 1457 to 1789 when the church's attitude in America began 
to change, and to interpret the most significant changes 
that have taken place in the attitude ~io.f the majority groups 
, 
toward the Brethren. The latter are seen_·1 as a minority 
group whose opposition to 1,,rar and oath-taking brought them 
into many conflicts with their neighbors, military officials, 
__. and local and state officials. How far they go on social ·~ 
issues and where they take their stand is dete~ned by 
their religious background. This paper does not a~tempt 
to give a complete history of the Church of the Brethren, 
g...ut offers historical data necessary 'to clarify the develop-· /l 
ment of their· position on war and ·oath-taking. Neither· does 
it attempt to deal with similar problems in the other states. 
It presemts one denomination as· a Feligious minority group 
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in the state of Pennsylvania, with particular emphasis on 
the local situation. 
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.... HJ:, 
' The Origin of the Unitas Frat:rum or Moravian Church 
·~ ,-. '~ 
--- Bohemia and Moravia, both provinces of presert day 
Czechoslovak~i·a, recEfived their Christianity from two di-
ametrically opposite sources~ and the_waters of discontent 
raged continuously ther'eafter. The one source, Roman 
Catholic Christianity, invaded from the West; the contra~ 
\I , .. 
vening Eastern force brought th.e influence of the Greek 
Church and the teachings of Cyrill and Methodius. 1-
0riginally both Bohemia and }1oravia had worshipped J .. 
under the Greek rite, but about the year 1400 the Roman 
Catholic Church had established its supremacy there. 
was swift and the reaction against it,. i-1as inevi t_aple. 
Change 
In the Eastern Chui~ch both the congregation and the 
tr 
. " priests shared the bread and v1ine of Holy Communion. But 
under the Roman influence, o~ly the priests were permitted 
., ' to partake of the wi·ne. This innovation in tlie sacrament 
.. 
was to cause bitter resentment among the people. There 
were other issues in dispute also; for instance, the Mora-
vians and Bohemians objected to the Roman foreigners hold-
ing title to half of their land. Objections w~re voiced 
by. the local inhabi.:tant s about the church servic_es being 
held in Latin instead of the vernacular. Moreover, the 
1 
. J.E. Hutton, A Short ~istory of the Moravian Church (London, 1895),pp.4-5. 
, .. 
., 
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11 
peasants complained that the.Roman religion was a sham •. 
All ministers had been forced to~live unmarritd, the church 
had lost her moral control, as the connnands of God were 
being supplanted by the commands of man; and the church 
~-
' 
. 
was becoming debauched by pictures and images. 
y 
. This was a time v1hen indulgences were aispensed by 
Rome for "a price."~ There were--s-~me who said that an in-
dulgence ffQm the Pope could be the means of gaining release 
I-, 
f'rom Purg~tory. Hutt-on captured th·e sentiment of the times 
best with this observation: 
Instead of connnunion with God, there was communion 
only with ·the Church; instead of the Bible, the writings 
of the clergy. The monks were lando~mers, the bishops 
lived like dukes, the Pope was an absolute monarch, and 
the whole Church was a cruel giant which stamped an iron 
foot on rich and poor alike. 2 
A \~ed for a change was imminent; the catalytic agent 
I 
was the only ingredient missing which would ignite the holo-
caust of ~eligious strife. One such agent did ar.ise and 
answer the call, John Hus.3 Other men before him had sensed 
,,, 
2 
Hutton, A Short History of the Moravi.an Church,p.6. 
3 
John Hus was the son of poor Bohemian parents, borr.r. .. 
in a village called Hussinez, in 1373. He rece_!:ved some· 
equcation at the public school of a neighboring·~-\town, , 
Prachatiz. Later, he became a. servant to a p_~ofes sor at 
Prague, who lent him books, and assisted him in his studies. 
In his twentieth year he became Master of Arts, and soon 
after was appointed professor of divinity in the University 
,. 
of Prague o In 1400 he ~ras ordained a Catholic priest and 
devoted himself to his religious duties with a lively enthu-
siasmo His great talents for eloqu"ence appear to hav<? been 
recognized from the beginningo Two years after taking priest's 
orde1.,s he 1.1as appointed preacher at· the Chapel of the Holy 
·Innocents of Bethlehem. Here he began attacking the vices 
of the people; next he went on to attack the vices of the 
... 
• I 
·, 
-s(r, f· :· 
2 
'1 · 
. \ 
-. 
~ ..... 
·-: ' 
\. 
'1. 
this need for a change, this same concept of the right of the 
individual to worship as he pleased, and had opposed this 
same Roman domination over life and religion. But Hus, 
-
Roman Catholic by birth, Protestant by. choice, expressed thi·s 
3 
discontent more forcefully than others. For this Hus sacririced 
his life. 
. _( 
The r~sult of this act of violence on the part of Rome 
was catastrophic. The land burned with fiery indignation 
and the <;>ld anti-Roman feeling was intensified. 11 The whole 
nation complained of the iniquitous preceeeding, in a long 
rre:m.orial, signed by upwards of one hundr~d noblemen, and 
more than a thousand or the gentry." 4 ·. The followers of Hus 
were excommunicated, a.nd their church properties were expro-r 
priated. 
A society known as the Hussites emerged to continue 
clergy. Finally, he declared that Christ was the only true 
Head of the Church, and that the Pope was not to be obeyed 
unless he taught the truth. In addition, he said that the 
Bible and not the Churcl1 1r1as the only standard of faith; 
that the supposed miracles worked by saints l.rere f'rauds; 
and that the _priests who duped the people by selling indul-
gences v1ere servants, not of Christ, but of Satan. Upon 
these protests, the clergy accused him of heresy. He was 
sun:rrnoned to Rome, and, as he could not safely go in person, 
he sent an advocate to defend himo The substitute was thrown 
. · into prison, Hus 1,ras denounced as a heretic, and excommunica-
ted. Accordinglyj he retired, but he still preached in the 
neighboring to~ms and villages v-Ji th such·· success that his 
exp~lsion from the Catholic Church contributed to the spread 
of' the gospel and the erabarrassraent of Rome. For these out-
burst·s · against Rome, he 1r1as burned at the stake at Constance, 
Switzerland, by order of the Ecumenical Council or Constance, 
July 6th,1415. 
4 . 
Geneva A. Bost, History of the Moravians, trans. by the 
Religious Tract Society (I.ondon.,n.d.),p.30. 
) 
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' 
th.air namesake•·s protest. This society later subdivided 
into two other parties. One bore the name Toborite from 
' the name of their chief strong-hold. lliey were uncompr'omising 
~~cals, seeking religious freedom outside of the Roman 
. 
~ ·catholic Church. Their goal was to restore the primitive 
purity and simplicity of the Apostolic Church to the chang--
ing churcl-1 of Rome. They appealed to the· .Scriptures in 
everything, rejecting~Monastic Orders, the doctrines of the 
Mass, Purgatory, confession, relics, and the merits of good 
works. Specifically, they accepted baptism and the Lord's 
Supper as the only two ordinances that were instituted by 
Christ. To vindicate their position this· fanatical group 
was prepared to fight. 5 
The other group rallied under the banner of the Calix-
tines or Utraquists.. The Calixtines derived their name 
. .. 
from the emblem, the communion chalice. lliey were also ~ 
kn.01,m as the Utraquists from the phr.ase sub utraqtte f'orma, 
-,,, ... ) 
i.e., the cornmunion in both kinds. They held to conservative 
views and sought only to have Rome restore t~eir ancient 
right to partake· of the cup of wine at the Holy Communion. 
·~---Since their quarrel with Rome involved only minor issues, 
they remained within th~ fold of\ the Mother Church; and in 
time wer·e used by the Church as allies in the destruction-
of 1he Tabori tes • 6 
1:· •. _ J. t;' I 
-Edward Langton,_ History ·~r the Moravian Church (London,1956), p.26. ~ 6 
Joseph Mortimer~Levering, A History of Eethlehem,174±-1892 with Some Account of Its Founders ·and Their Early Activitx In America (Bethlehem,1903) ,p.9. 
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Gradua1.1Y, a third group formed which differed with the 
·(.if other two. This group believed in a "heart religion" that 
' 
expressed itself by the doing of good works rather than re-
lying on dogma alone ror salvation. They declined to engage 
in any type of warfare. 7 As a resul_t of this._ view, they re-
· mained neutral in the ensuing Hussite conflict with Rome. 
-
For fourteen long years (1419~1433) there was war between 
the followers of Hus (Taborites) and the armies of Rome. 
Success smiled on the initial efforts of the rebels. But 
the odds ware too great, for the Hussites stood against the 
combined strength of the Roman Church and the po1~erful armies· 
of the Holy Roman Empire. More than that, the Hussites were 
a splintered group. There were some among them who sought 
to break free of Rome. There were others ho1r1ever, ts'lho wished 
only for minor changes in the Roman service. Rome ·did not 
allow this fortuitous opportunity to slip through her fingers. 
Overtures were extended to the schismatics; the bait was 
gulped •. Rome hadf,made successful~--the division. Eventually 
one group turned on the other in fratricidal conflict. 
Resistance to Rome gradually subsided, and by 1433 the Hussite 
~ Wars were ended. The Taborites had been vanquished and the 
\\ 
Utraquists had been neutral~zed _by the mighty conquerors. 
Rome emerged victorious,- or so it seemed. 
Meanwhile, the ·third group (the future seed of the 
·Brethren 1s d~U,rch) under the direction of Gregory the Patr.hrch, 
in 1457, called a conrerence in which they formed -· El ,-.l"\,,,-,,,-"h """' - ·• \A..&. V.t J. 
... ·._ . 
7 
Levering, History of Bethlehem,p.9.-
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{ . f'ellowshi;> among themsel v8s based directly upon the teachings 
6 
of' Christ.a This newly-formed fellowship,was a society, not ' 
,,. 
a separate church. It was r1amed "The Brethren of the Lat-1 
The Brethren resolved that instead of defending 
. th ems elves by fore e of arms, as the Tabori t e·s · had done, they 
wo.uld suffe)r for conscience sake, using prayer and reason-
able remonstrances against their enemies. "The determination 
·to search Scriptures for authority ip all things, to obey 
the law of Christ in life fellowship and to avoid political 
entanglements was reaffirmed."9 In short, the original posi-
tion of the Brethren, long before they became an organize·d 
i • 
peao-e church, i-1ss pacifistic. 
Among the Brethren there were no gamblers, no actors 
I 
or· artists, no professional m:dsicians, no politfc'ans or 
lawyers. They were opposed to extravagancies and luxuries 
of all types; a bleak hard and austere lif'e 1vas the lot 
chosen by this puritanical group of dedicated Christians. 
They recognized differences of' rank in this 11:fe, but ·~dmitted 
··: that bef'ore God all were equal. In the village a limited 
type of Utopia existed. There were no luxurious rich and 
no do1mtrodden poor. For art, for music, for letters and·· 
.;~-· •-.~. 
I 
,• . -
tor pleasure the Brethren had only conte~pt. And yet, these 
stern Bret~en were kind and tender-hearted; their homes 
were filled with happiness and peace. 
'· 
. 81 E a a 
Levering, Hist(?ry of Bethlehem, .. p .10. 
·9 
;Levering, History of B.etp.leh.e~, p.10. 
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When a member broke a rule or the society, he was, £or 
~ 
the first offense, privately rebuked. If he persisted in 
•. ~ ... ,J.:. 
his error, h~ was publicly exposed before the Elders. 
this method did not suffice, the sinner ~rs.s excluded from 
/ 
the sacraments and banished from among the faithi'u1.lO 
Such, then, was the lire ~ed by the Brethren; a life 
modeled as closely as possible on that of the Apostles. 
All beliers rested on the doctrine contained in the Apostles• 
Creed. The Brethren did.not quibble about complicated ques-
tions of theology. Instead, they strove to live humbly and 
.. 
obediently in the sight of God. The Brethren were Protestants, 
and they took their authority from the Bible~- They taught 
simply that the sacraments had no value in themselves alone, 
but that ~he true value depended upon the faith of the re-
• ceiver. 
The system of government was Presbyterian. At the head 
of the organization was a boaz:~~ ~i~d the "Executive 
, 
Council,fl elected· by the Synod. Next in authority came the 
Bishops. The supreme authority was the General Synod which 
- . 
consisted of all the ministers. As long as the Executive 
Council held office, they were empowered to enforce their 
will; but the final court of appeal was the ''Synod, and the 
iyilod settled all questions of doctrine ~d policy •11 
· If we stop here, for a moment, to retrace the preceding 
•• 
10 
Hutton, A Short Histo·~ of' the Moravian Church, p.45. 
11 · 
Hutton, A Short History of the Moravian Church, PP .46-47 • 
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history sire e the time Gregory the Patriarch helped the 
Brethren to establish their church in 1457, we shall £ind 
'i\ 
them in a precarious position. Archbishop Roclcyza.n toler-
ated the Brethren only so long as they dld not break clear 
of the beliefs and rule or Rome. But their dissident ways 
of l~fe and schismatic religious ip.novations soon came into 
.J' 
conflict with the,Catholic authorities. That the dif.ferences 
of faith were incompatible, were apparent to all. 
The final break between the ti,10 groups ca.me in 1467 
when the Brethren gathered secretly at Lhota in Bohemia 
and established a separate church by ordaining their own 
bishops. Three worthy condidates were elected by lot. 
Matthias of Kunwald, Thomas of Prychelaus and Elias or 
. Kryschenov were thus chosen to be bishops and this ancient 
. 
church was established. To those chosen men of God, the 
Brethren promised faithful obedience.12 
When it b-~came known that the Brethren had at 1·ast ob-
\ 
.. ,.t, 
tained a min~stry of their own., and also episcopal ordination, 
... 
a fierce edict was issued against them in 1468, and read from 
all Catholic pulpits. From that time on, the rnight of' Rome 
was to oppose them. The adoption of the episcoJ?al ordination 
placed the Brethren in the same position which led the Tabor-
.I 
ites to destruction less tha.n a generation before. However, 
,·' the Brethren. held to their beliefs far longer than the Tab .. or-
. 
. "-, 
ites, even though they never defended themselves· rrom their 
r, t• 
12 
. Bost, History of the Moravians,p.47 • 
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enemie,s with anything but their stub~:orn faith~ More- than 
that, they proved, often at the price of their 01,m. lives, 
one of history• s great object. lessons~ the utter impos-
,- sibili ty of destroying an ~dea by ro.rce. 
Rome had the physical force, and the Brethren had the 
idea . . During the persecution which followed, me.ny ~re im-
. 
prisoned-· and a few were executed. The Brethren 1r1ere declared· 
to be outlaws, and the States were permitted to punish them 
at their~pleasure. 13 For the most part, they fled into the 
v1oods and hid away in caves. In time the persecutici>ns· faded ·-
away; but then, under renewed prodding from Rome, it flamed 
1 
again. 
In these years the Brethren remained reluctantly outside 
the established church. They "were not lovers of separation 
for its own sake, as was shown by their actions on several 
occasions." In 1474 and again in 1489, they sent out depu-
ties throughout Europe to determinet-f there were any churches 
free from errors and superstitions, and regulated according 
to Christ's plan and rule. But nowhere could they rind a 
congregation which they could join. Therefore, they concluded, 
"That, if God should, anywhere in the world, aw~ken genuine 
ministers, and reformers of the church, they would make a 
common cause with them." 14 
Meanwhile I the per1secutions sporadically flamed and 
I 13 ' 
David C~anz, The Ancient and Modern Histor 
, Brethren, trans. ,Benjamin La Trobe London,17 14 1 
Cranz, Historv of the Brethren,p.38. 
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smoldered. The flame was rekindled again in the y~ar 1500 
• ... f 
. 
when Pope Alexander VI sent an agent into Bohemia to preach 
against them. Seven years_later, Alexander i.ssued the noto-
rious Edict of st. J~es against them ... Their mee.tings were 
forbidden, their books burned, an:1 their ohur~hes desecrated; 
and for two decades the members were. dispersed and hunted 
like animals. All Brethren remaining outside the established 
Church were to be expelled from the country. Before the edict 
could be put into e.ffect ,. r.enewed dissent ion broke out be-
tween the Utraquists and the Roman Catholics. In the con-
fusion whicl1 followed, the Brethren were allowed to remain 
and live in peace.15 -~ 
Despite _a·ll the machinations o:f their enemies, and all 
the imprisonments and burnings which had taken place, the 
Brethren's Church continued to multiply during the early 
years of the.sixteenth century. This period introduced the 
Reformation, and witnessed _the Brethren forming closer .ties 
with the other dissident Protestant sects. Then, as Calvin, 
/ 
Luther and the other popular rerormers appeared, Rome turned 
~ 
its attention to new and more pressing matters·. This welcome 
reprieve from persecution; for the time at least·, gave the 
fast-growing society a mu·oh-needed respite. Now they could 
,,_ devote more time to examining their religious tenets, and 
shore up any weaknesses that might exist~ in the light ot: the 
10 
new religious discoveries which were being expounded at the ·time.16 
15 .,., 
Langton, The Moravian Church, p.39. 
16 
,, 
the 
Rev. John Holmes, Histor>fi of the Protestant 
United Brethren (London,l 25),I,92-105. 
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When the German Reformation began, the Brethren had 
accumulated nearly two hundred thousand members and about 
fou~ hundred churche.s. Their schools were among the best 
in.Europe. 17 Their society was the first····Prot·estant or_gan-
ization to translate the Bible from Latin into the native 
tongue of their people.18 This Bohemian biblical classic 
·, was for Bohemia and Moravia what Luther's Bible was for Ger-
I··' 
many. At a later date, the Brethren established and operated 
three of ·the five printing presses in Bohemia. This control 
~of the press gave them a form of literary supremacy. 
"The church was at ll;st enjoying," what Levering chose 
to call, "triumphant liberty.1 but was also at the same~time 
approaching impending disaster." 19 In 1609 the Brethren 
finally secured an imperial charter of religious liberty in 
both Bohemia and r,1oravia. This governmental condescension 
marked the apex of outward ascendency; Rome,embittered by 
the Reformation-prepared a counter-attack. Ferdinand the 
Second, King of·Bohemia, began to apply pressure on all Prot-
estants in his realm in 1617. Th.e following year the Protas-
, 
tant leaders rebelled; the Thirty-Years War followed. 
In 1620 the Roman Catholic forces routed the enemy at 
the -Battle of White Mountain. The f __ arrns , 1 _homes, cl'lurches 
and villages of the Brethren were destroyed. Thousands were 
..... 
I, 
17 • 
. 
Levering, liistory of Bethlehem, p.15. 
18 -
Levering, 
19 · 
History of'Bethlehem, 
-
p.15. 
Levering, Historz of Bethlehem, p.16. 
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left homeless; while many more fled to P~otestant countries. 
The- ensuing years of 1624-28 crone to be kno~m as "the time of 
dispersion." Historians tell us that some of the villages 
were almost .. depopulated·, and an estimated thirty-six tl1ousand 
. 
fan1ilies went into exile. 20 The church as an organization in 
·.\ 
Bohemia anJ Moravia was ;t an end, and Rome had f_inal;Ly been 
placated. 
~ 
·-· \\ ' In the annals of mankind, no church has been so com-
pletely destroyed. By 1627 all. that remained was what Bishop 
John Comenius21 described as ttthe hidden seed." _Large num-
bers who remained in the home lands of the church continued 
• 
to work and pray in secret. This group ot: "holdoutstt were 
"the hidden seed," just described. Others who i.1ent into exile 
awaited better times. 
, ... ~~._·:. ·.·- .-;: _; .-·.:~:;-~/~ 
' ' 
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One man alone held ·this dispersed and down-trodden group 
together during .this troubled period. He_ was John Amos Comenius,~ 
, bishop of the church. Th~ good bishop urged his people to 
cherish their ways and pass them on, father to son, until the 
26 I 
Levering, His~ory of Bethlehe~, p.18. 
21 
Bi-shop John Comenius was a man of many attributes, 
educator, minister and reno'W?led writer. Levering notes 
that he was offered an invitation to come to America and 
assume the Presidency of Harvard College. Cotton I1a_ther, 
also, had great admiration for his ability as an educator. Mather refers regretfully to .. c11e fact that the attempt to get \,Co1nenius to come to .America failed and a.s a result "that incomparable r1oravian became not an Americano n But of more immediate importa~ce to our topic of study is the fae~ that 
· by him the Tvioravia.n episcopacy was }Jreserved, so as to be h~nded do'Wl1 in regular succession to the present age. 
_ Levering, A History of Bethlehem,pp.20f • 
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evil days were passed. Concerned about the preservation of 
the religious worship and the continuation of a vali·d minis-
try Comenius was influential in having several named so that 
the episcopacy of the United Br.ethren' s Church would forever 
remain intact. 22 But, except for the "hidden seed n which he 
planted in the hearts of his people, in his writings and in 
the continuation or ecclesiastical rule, Comenius saw his 
church vanish. 
Not much definite information can be given concerning 
"'"·• 
the Brethren in the years following the dispersion or 1624-28. 
During this period the Unity of Brethren, as a formal organ-
ization, perished. Langton had this to say about the Breth-
~en1s position at this time: 
Some voluntarily accepted the teachings of their 
enemies; others conformed out,1ardly to the cere1nonies 
of the Roman Church, though against their consciences, 
from fear of imprisonment and death. Still others hid 
their Bibles and other Protestant books and read them 
in secret. 23 
And so the last spark of church life was stamped out, 
{ 
and the hopes of Comenius were dead •. However, this great 
man rirst handed over the· episcopacy to his nephew, Daniel 
Jablonsky, who in turn consecrated the first bishop or the 
. . 
"Renewed Church," before he had departed from this earth. 
He fertil'izad the "hidden seed," which Langton predicted 
f 
. . 
"would soon burst f'rom the frozen ewth. 11 24 Fift,y years ,b.efore 
the R·enev1ed Church began, Comenius lay in his grave ( 1~72). 
22 
Cranz, Histor~ of the Brethren, p.75. 
23 
. Langton, The I.tloravian Chiirch, p.54. 
24 -), 
Langton, The 1'11oravian Church, p.55. 
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' Early in the eighteenth century, a rejstless new'spirit 
,.• 
of religious awakening stirred the Brethren. Christian 
. ' 
David, leader of a group of spiri tually-,a1t1akened families 
who wished to emigrate to a Protestant country, crone in 
'-_, . ) 
contact in 1722, with a young Saxon nobleman, Nicholas 
Lewis, Count or Zinzendorr.25 These, with many others, 
·mainly exiles for conscience' sake, settled on the estates 
I 
I 
of 'the Count and founded the towri of Herrnhut (meaning 
Under the Care of the Lord or Standing Guard for the Lord), • 
in Saxony. 26 Under the leadership of this man, the church 
was renewed. It received the episcopate, and adopted the 
ancient principle of government and discipline, but in a 
somewhat changed and modified form, suited to their new 
circums·tances. In a short time the churcl1. grew and pro spared 
25 
Nicholas Lewis, Count of Zinzendorf was descended 
f~om a very ancient noble family, which as early as the 
eleventh century ranked among the barons of Ger-1nany, and 
in 1662, was raised to the rank and title of count of the 
holy Roman Empire, having considerable possessions in 
Austria and other parts of Germanyo At the tine of the 
Reformation the family embraced Protestantismo Nicholas 
Lewis was born at Dresden, on the 26th of May, 1700. He 
was educa te·d at the University of Wittenberg 1ihere he be-
came interested in religion. In 1721 he accepted a posi-
tion in the government of Saxony o His ran1c 3 talents, and 
noble character, procured for him the extended tokens of 
respect; but his franlrn.es·s was displeasing to many. 
In 17-22, he ntarried the Countess ~dmuth ·Reuss, and 
ten years after resigned 11.is office: in the regency of Saxony, 
and ,vith it every expectation of riches and worldly honors, 
devoting all his time~ talents and influence~ to the service 
of God~ in advancing his kingdom on this world. This,~r!l?-an 
stood out above .all others as· "The Central Figure" irr1plan-
ning, settling, and determining the destiny of ... the early 
Brethren 1 s church in America. 
26 
Holmes, History of the United Brethren, p.169. 
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in the new environment.. Not only did the church grow, but 
it extended its work and influence to other countries and to 
heathen lands. With the successful growth or Herrnhut, the 
.,, .. 
second era crone to an end, and out of its ashes arose the 
third. 
-
In 1726, defamatory reports about the Brethren's settle-
ment in Herrnhut began to circulate about the land. The 
Halle Pietists said that Zinzendorf and his followers were 
15 
not Christians because they ha~ eliminated certain necessary 
beliefs in their doctrire. The Lutherans dubbed them nheretics.," 
the courtiers laughed at the notion of a "nobleman turped par-
, 
son," and enemies within the Coµrt of Saxony plotted to rid 
the land of this new cancerous growth.27 
As a result of the above-mentioned pressures, Augustus III 
of Saxony issued a decree in 1736 banishing Zinzendorf from 
his kingdom. With the Edict 0£ Banishment a reality, the 
... 
Renewed Ch~rch was about to. enter a new and interesting phase 
of its history. J'.h8 coming metamprphosis would take the 
church to far away lands. In the nevJ environment the Mission-
ary spirit would come to life, the Brethren would undergo 
.. 
persecution for conscieme's sake, ani the church would 
never be the same again. 
From Herrnhut to Penn~a 
- V 
The banishment of Count Zinz'endorf from Herrnhut im-
· .. ,.·: 
r 
-~ pressed the Brethren l.Jith the importance of decentralizing 
27 
Hutton.,.History of the Moravian Chur2h (London,19q9),p.232. 
' ; 
·\ ... 
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• 
the church and the necessity of expanding the missionary 
effort. America ofrered the best .opportunity for the accom-
plishmenli of these objectives. Here in this new land of 
opportun:l.ty, the Brethren saw the means of fulfilling the 
Lord fs work by Christ.ianizing. the savages and at the same 
time rebuilding thei~ settlement, relatively rree rrom the 
type of governmental intervention that restricted them in 
Europe. I 
, Pennsylvania with its~broad and liberal charter, fertile 
\ 
farmlands, unlimited supply of timber for building purposes, 
and excellent streams with a fresh v·Jater supply was the area 
of their choice. Then, too, their services were badly needed 
as teachers and preachers in this recently developed wilder-
ness. Besides there were thousands of othe~ German emigrants 
with whom they could make common bond. 28 Many of the new 
adventurers had been enticed by the glowing tales told by 
Willi2111 Penn, as he travelled throughout Europe, about his 
"Holy Experiment. n He made it clear that rel!gious freedom. 
would be granted in his province. Then, too, a book edited 
1:)y Penn and Furley entitled, Some Account of the Province of 
Pennsylvania. in America29convinced the fev1 remaining doubters. 
The book was printed by .the_ Frankfort Land Company, issued in 
28 
Levering, History of Betp.lep.eID;, p.3_1. 
29 · .'\ 
Julius F •. j' Sachse, Falckner I s Curieus e Nachricht 
'Pennsylv~J.a, ~.D. ,1700 (Phil;s.delphi.a, 1.900),pp.8-9. 
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English, Dutch, and German and widely distributed throur-)1.out 
Europe. Its rorce was tremendous. 
With the challenges of ·the neV'r wo.rld dangling before 
their eyes, the Brethren held daily discussions in which 
· ·., f'inancial matters, choice of leadership, contract negoti-
ations, provisions, and a host of insigniricant small details 
had to be resolved. Preparation ror the expedition had to 
be brought to £ruition as soon as possible by the Herrnhutters, 
who had just recently (1733) been decl·ared to be "personnae 
non grataeH by the Saxon government. 
Finally, in 1734, the Brethren obtained a grant of 500 
acres (including two lots in the present city of Savannah) 
in the colony of' Georgia. Bishop Sp~enberg,3°acting 1r1ith 
the power of attorney for Zinzendorf, sailed for Georgia 
30 
· August Gottlieb Spangenberg was Count Zinzendorf's 
successor, and bishop~he ?1oravian Brethren. He was 
born July 14,1704, at Klettenberg, in the south of the 
Hartz Mountains, vJhere his father iva4s -court l)raacher and 
ecclesiastical inspector. Spangenberg took his degr~e or 
theology in 1726 at Jena University. In 1727 he made the 
acquaintance or. the Moravian colony at Herrnhut where he 
.found his llfe vs wor~ko He became its tl1eologian!) its 
apologist~ its statesman and corrector through sixty long 
y~~rs of laboro For the first thirty years (1733-62) his 
worlc 1rJas mainly devoted to the superintendence arrl organ-
ization of the extensive missionary enterprises of the body 
in Ger111any 9 England, Demnark, Holle.nd, Georgia, and elsewhere. 
His missionary t<Jork tended to modiJ~Y still further and to 
· broaden his theol6gical opinions. ~· 
· The second thirty years of his wo·rk { 1762-9 2) i.vere 
devoted to the consolidation of the German Moravian Church. 
He is noted expecially 9 for his work amongst the Indians and 
-pis work as an educator of the youngo He died at Berthelsdorf, 
September 18,17920 Next to Zinzendorf~ he was probably the 
second most important }1o·ravian in America. 
·t 
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.in the Spring or 1735 with the first be.11d of settlers, and, 
subsequently, the little group was reini.'orced.31 True to 
their original intentions, they brought the Gospel to the 
Indians and negr~o a.laves. A school for Indian children was 
opened on an island in the Savannah river, a short distance 
from the to~-m of Savannah. By 1740 the Georgia settlers 'had 
c1eared themselves of debt; and the colony was on a solid 
footing.32 Success had arrived, but again, the impending 
· clouds of doom began to appear on the horizon. 
The prosperity of the small colony received a sudden 
:• shock in 1737 when war broke out between the English and 
the Spaniards of Florida territory. The Brethren, soldiers 
o:f Christ, lovers of peace, refused ·to take part, maintaining 
t 
.a. neutral position; consequently, they refused to join the 
militia 1mich was being formed. This untenable position 
by a minority group provoked the authorities at Savannah, 
and the populace proceeded to move against them in a threat-
ening manner. Hatred for the dissenters was intensified; 
internal harmony became impossible, and the death blo1v was 
-~ 
given to the colony.33 The Georgia venture by the Brethren 
was not to be written off as an entire loss by the church 
historians. These writers point out that the exiles'_ · 
unsurpassed ability as farmers and teachers, under the most 
31 
Adelaide L. Fries, ·The Mor-avians In Georgia, 1735-1740 
(Winston-Salem, 1905),p.57. 
32· ~ 
-.i.- Tes.chars and Friends of the Salem Home Sunday School, 
A Brief History of t!J.e 11oravian Chµrch (\t/inston~Salem,1909), 
pp.65-6b. -
33 
Fries, The Moravians in Georgia,p.161 • 
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dif.ficul t conditions, earned a reputation for them which 
opened the door.to other possibilities for colonization in 
other provinces. Offers came· to the 1~reary refugees from 
'. Virginia., North Carol_ina., Maryland, and Pennsylvania. 
The Pennaylvania prospect looked the most promising to 
the wanderers from Georgia. Their business affairs were 
te:rminated as quickly as possible in this southern colony., 
and the long trek to the hills of Pennsylvania was begun 
in the early part of 1740.34 Spangenberg was their leader. 
This group under Spangenberg'~ supervision founded their 
first settlement-congregation in the la.nl of Penn· on a five-
hundred-acre tract of land in the region called the Forks 
of the Delaware, in 1741. At a memorable Christmas Eve 
service, in that year, it was named Bethlehem.35 A second 
' 
settlement, Nazareth,36was started the following yeaia. 
Other subsiduaries--Gnadenthal,F~iedensthal, Christiansbrunn,--
and the third settlement of Lititz37rollowed., In 1774 a £ourth 
congregation was brought to fruition in Hope, New Jersey.38 
34 
Rev. Levin Theodo?le Reichel, The Earls Histor;y of The Church of the United B~ethren {}Tazareth, 1 88) ,p. 72. 35 
Approximately fifty miles north or Philpdelphia, on the 
_left bank of the Lehigh river, in which is now Northampton County. 
36 I 
Approximately ten miles.north of Bethlehem, in North-
ampton County. 
37 
+;· 
Approximatelyc~e~t miles north of.' Lancaster, in Lancaster County. 
38 
•-1 ., 
Near the present' town of Oxford in Sussex County. 
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But this undertaking neve~ prospered and was finally abandoned 
in 1808. During the Wal: of Independence sixteen active town 
·-·--
and country congregations were included in the Moravia~ organ-
ization.39 Meanwhile in North Carolina there existed a 
·separate field wl-iich\ soon became the center of Moravian.ism 
in the South. Although many problems or persecution as a 
,., 
result of their 1->eligious ···convictions concerning ivar and the 
swearing of oaths are similar, no attempt will be made to 
include the southern section of the church in the present 
study. It is to the turbulent revolutionary period and the 
political and religious concepts or the Brethren, then, that 
. this study must noi:~ turn, for they are the focal points or 
our main interest. 
39. 
Bethel, Pa.;Philadelphia,Pa.; Lancaster, Pa.; Heidelberg, 
Pa.; Donegal (or Mount Joy), Pa.; Oldman's Creek, N.J.; Hebron, Pa.; Emmaus, Pa.; Staten Island, N.y.; New York, N.Y.; Graden-hutten (with Allemangel), Pa.; York, Pa.; Sichem, N.Y.; Gracepam, Md.: Newport, R.I.; Schoneck, Pa. 
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Chapter II 
- ... ·• I 
The ·Brethren' s Religious and Poli ti~al Conc-epts 
During The Colonial Period 
' ' 
The colonial period in America was a time of uncertain 
adjustment, from the known and fatniliar way of life to the 
unla1o"tm. and unfamiliar. It was a turbulent period in which 
thirteen neophyte govermnents struggled for survival in a 
desperate attempt to form some sort of loose confederacy. 
It was also during tl1is period ( 1740) that the Brethren 
began to build their-. self-isolated towns in Pennsylvania on 
,, 
the ~ropeari pattern of Herrnhut. And, instead of actively 
. 
p·articipating in community affairs, "they remained aloof and 
indifferent to the.fast moving currents in the raw, new land." 1 
There were the French and Indian wars (1689-1763) in 
which England finally emerged the victor. In this period 
Thomas Jefferson, George Washington and Benjamin Franklin 
-
rose to prominence. Jonathan Edwards published his great 
work on the freedom of the will; -while many loyalists.in the 
land still proclaimed that the king ruled by divine right. 
The king-worshippers, as they were called, s~rongly and vo-
ciferously contended that submission, obedience and loyalty 
1 
Chester Davis, Hidden Seed.,·,and Harvest (Winston-Salem, 
N.C.,1959),p.31. . 
,, 
.,-
-
to the crown and government were Christian duties.2 
In this period the controversial Stamp Act was levied 
(1765). The colo.;nies re·sisted it, and England yielded; but_ 
• 
then passed the Declaratory Act to save race. The Declaration 
of Independence was asserted in Philadelphia (1774) by the 
Continental Congress; and a new nation was born. In short, 
it was a pioneer. period of hardship~, skepticism, suspicions, 
misunderstandings, struggles, ware, Indian massacres, and 
\ consolidation. 
The Brethren were just beginning to establish roots and 
put their house in orC,.er in America,_when war broke out in 
1775. This unvrelcome situation forced them to decide upon 
' . 
two equally complex issues, namely, what position should 
they as Christians follow concHrning the war, and to which 
side did they owe loyalty and support--to the Colonies or 
to their former beneractor, England? 
The church authorities searched the Bible and referred 
to ancient tradition ror the answers to these perplexing 
questions. They found that, historically, the early l1oravian 
....... -· Church had abstained from participating in the political 
. movements of the dif.ferent ... countries in which they };lad settled. 3 
,--This view was traced back to Peter of Chelcieky,4 who taught 
•.<- -,'! 
2 
William Warren Sweet 1 Rel~gion in the Development of 
Ameri9an Culture,1765-18~0 (New York, 1952),p.17. 
3.. ' 
Edmund De Schweinitz, The Histors or the Church Known As 
the Uni tas Fratrum, etc. (Bethlehem, 18~·y ;p .172. -Ii . -
Peter of Chelcicl,cy, a se1r·-eaucated layman, was one of 
the original thinkers produced by Boh~mia· in this period. 
I 
\ 
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that all true followers of Christ were bound by the six com-
mandments recorded in the fifth chapter of Matthew. Members 
of the church could not testi.fy in court, take an oath, fill .. 
I· 4 
a civil office or participate in military affairs.5 Church 
••, I 
doctrine, also, drew heavily upon the teachings of the gospel,6 
ttto submit oneself to civil rule for the Lord's sake, and 
thereafter, as faithful subjects to obey the la-i,1s of the land 
in which they lived." Authority for this position was found 
in the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans (Romans 13: 1,7) 
"that everyone shall be subject, for the Lord's sake, to 
I 
earthly rulers, and render to them all their dues, tribute, 
truces, fear and honor." Thus, pplitical and religious au-
thority based upon the interpretation of the New Testament, 
·, 
and the Christo-centric stress upon the sacrificial death 
and b~lood atonement were the most significant factors in 
making the Church of the Brethren, in America, a peace 
ahurch.7 It is no wonder then that the punctillious Brethren 
took the position that war was contrary to the spirit,. 
life, and teachings of Jesus and that it. was wrong for them 
to fight. 
Evidence of the church's origin·al quiescent posi,tion can 
5 
De Schweinitz, The History of the Church Known as the 
Unitas Fratrum, p.172. 
6 , 
Rev. W.H. Romig, The Mora~~an Church: A Treatise piving 
Information In Regard To Tl:le Histor~, Doctrine 9 Government, 
Di sci line Stren th and General Character of the IJ.Ioravian 
Church 2 etc. Ohio,nad. ,p • • 
7 
An Englisl1 transl·ation of Bishop J. F. Reichel' s circular 
letter des,cribing the blood atonement of Christ, (1781?). 
Ett.wein Papers 1304, Moravian Ar~hives, Bethlehem, Pa • 
,, 
,, ., ,' 
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be demonstrated by the fact that the early Brethren in Herrn-
hut and America did not participate in war,although, ·they 
did pay substitutes, on occasions, to fulfill their military_ 
obligations.8 They refused to join the Taborites when the 
latter resorted to arms in 1434.9 In 1620 the Roman Catholic 
forces d~stroyed the Protestants at the Battle of Weissehberg, 
;;:a the Unitas Fratrum were put under 8.11 edict of bahi;hment, 
-
but again the Brethren followed the precepts of the Prince 
of Peace. 10 
Coexistent events saw.the Lutheran Reformation free 
north-western Europe from Roman dominance •. Meanwhile, 
Germany enjoyed a degree of autonomy, but the country was 
not yet united. It was separated into small provinces gov-
erned by petty princes. The religion or each province was 
established by princely decree. :The Catholic and Protestant 
rulers were intolerant of dissenters. Religious con.fron~ 
tations, dissentions, bitterness, persecutions and counter-
persecutions existed between Catholics and Protestants; 
-jealousies between ruling princes, plunder and finally 
blood-shed all came to a head in the Thirty-Years War 
\ . ( 1618-1648) in which the German pe_ople, in general, . and the 
Brethren, in particular, suffered untold misery. Their 
' ~
farms, churches and villages were ravished by war. Graves 
8 
Kenneth Gardiner.Hamilton, John Ettweinrattd the 
Church During the Revolutionary Period, pp.217-16. 
Moravian 
9 . ·,. 
Levering, History of Bethleh8ID;,P•9• 
.. -10 
Levering, !fi.story of Bethlehem,p.17. 
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we~e b~oken open and the corpses defiled. Only a selected 
few could become citizens, marry, hold property, enter a \_ 
-hospital, 01., even 1~ite a valid ,~111. William Sweet gives 
. an excellent summary of the times.· ·-
There is little doubt that this war-was one ot the most cruel and b~tal in modern history. Seventy-five per cent of the population throughout Germany were killed, while thB property loss was even greater~ and it is an accepted fact 9 based ~P9-11 carefull¥ gathered statistic~, that the war set back ~·f}erman material developraent by \ two hundred yearse Southern Ger.many~ or the Palatinate~, vJas a region 1rJhich suffered rr1os·t o But so £ertile 1nras the soil and so great 1ri1as the recuperative power of the people, because of their industry and agricultural skill, that soon after each invasion the country was transformed from a d-esert into a garden, only to attract other plunder-ers. But as though the surferings or the Thirty Years' War were not enough, Louis JCIV of France, on three differ-ent occasions (1674; 1680; 1688 ) in the last quarter of the seventeenth century, sent his armies into the Palat-inate to burn and to plundero T~e greed and( cruelty of the Frencl1, we are told, exceeded even that of the "Land-sknecrite" of the Thirty Years' Viar, vJho drove nearly 500,000 Palatinates from their burning houses ap.d dev-astated fields. 
Added to the terrible conditions produced by the wars and invasions were the religious persecutions. The Treaty of TrtTestphalia ( 1648), 11hich marked the end of the Thirty Years' ·~var, provided for some degree of toleration. Catholics, Lutherans. and Reformed were to have equal rights in the Empire~ though the individual princes could still restrict the religious freedom of their sub-jects. But neither Catholics, Lutherans nor Re.formed respected the rights of the smaller sects, such as the Mennonites., Dunkers, (lv1oravians), and German Quakers.11 
' The Treaty of Westphalia gave equal rights to the major 
religious groups, but the rights of the smaller sects re-
ceived no such protection. In fact, the Brethren•s church 
was crushed and sent into exile at this time because ·the 
other evangelical powers did not consider it. worth saving. 
11 
Sweet, The Story. of Refigion in America,pp.32-34. 
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I 
Levering, noted that, "no prince represented it, a.nd consider-
ations of'. state policy weigp.ed more than the law of Christ. nl2 
Yet, in spite of the above-menttoned adversities, the Brethren 
stood firm iri their c-onvictions because they believed that ·-
-,· 
' 
their true mast·er had forbidden the disciples to resist evil, 
and under the same circurnstances now, they could do no less. 0 
,In 1737, when war broke out between the English and 
Spaniards of Florida Territory, the Brethren there again 
ch.ose to suffer annoyances and persecutions rather than aban-
don their time-honored traditions of non-violence and the 
privilege of exemption from bearing arms or doing personal 
service in war.13 
12 
Levering, History of Beth.lehem,p .18. 
13 
John Taylor Hamilton, "An Act For Encouraging The People 
Known By the Name of Unitas Fratrum, or United Brethren, To 
Settle in His r-1aj esty' s Colonies in America." T~ansactions 
of The Moravian Historical Societx (Special series, Vol.II, 
Part II, -192l+3·n:p o) o . -
The preatJ.ble of the Act of + 749 states, "that v1hereas 
many of the people of the church or congregation called 
the Unitas Fratrum, or United Bre hren, arff settled in His 
Majesty's Colonies in Americs., d demean themselves there 
as J3. sober, quiet, and industrio s people; and many others 
of the same persuasion are desi~ us to transport themselves 
to, and make larger settlements-;· in the said colonies a.t 
their own expense, provided they may be indulged with rull 
liberty of conscience, and in the exercise of the religion 
they profess; and several of the said Brethre.n ·do conscien<_.-
tiously scruple the taking or an oath, and likewise do con-
scientiously scrµple bearing arms, or personally serving 
in any military ca.paci ty, al thou.gh they are willing and 
ready to contribute whatever sums of money shall be thought 
reasonable compensation for such service, and. which shall 
be necessary .for·the de~ence and support of His Majesty's 
Person and Government." 
Therefore be it enacted, "that any members of the 
United Brethren Church, settled in America, who shall 
be ~equired upon any lawful occasion to take an oath, in 
r 
' ! 
'1 
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Instead, they abandornd the gains they had won at such great 
effort and personal sacrifice. Conditions affected the view-
point of the Brethren, who saw·the suffering, the cruelty, 
' " the destruction and the economic disaster caused by 1-1ar on 
two continents. They naturally hated the very thought of it 
and like all true evangelical believers accorded no power 
.• 
any case where by law an oath shall be required, shall instead, of the usual form, be permitted to make his or her 
solemn affirmation ··or declaration in these 11\1ords following: 
l' I, A.B., do declare in\ the presence of Almighty God, the Witness of the Truth of what I say. 
' 
"W'h.ich said solemn affirmation or declaration-shall be adjudged an.a taken, and is hereby enacted and declared to be of the same rorce and effect, to all intents and purposes 9 in all courts of justice, and other places where by la.w an oath shall be required i\Ti thin the I'Cingdoms of Great B~itain and Ireland and also in all and every of his Majesty 7 s Colonies and Dom1nions in America, as if such per-
son had taken an oath, in the usual form. fl 
And, be it further enacted, "that every person who is a member of the said church or congregation who shall 
reside in any of His Majesty's Colonies in America., 1r1ho 
shall at any time arter the specified time, be summoned to bear arms, or do military service, in any of. His Majesty's 
said colonies or provinces 0£ America, shall on his application to the governor or commander-in-chief of the said colonies 
or provinces or to such officer or p,erson, by whom such person 
shall have been summoned or,,·.required to serve, or be· mustered, be discharged from such personal service; provided that such person~ so discharged from such personal service, contribute 
and pay such sums of money as shall be rated 9 assessedj and levied, and be in· such proportion, as is usually rated, 
assessed, levied, and paig., by other persons residing in the 
same colony or provinceJ who are by reason of age, sex, or. 
other infirmj_ty, una~ble to do personal service, and 1r,1ho are possessed of estates of the same nature as the persons de-
.siring such discharge." 
The above-mentioned act was the legal basis upon which the Brethren, in America,· based th_eir claim of exemption from military service and the s-wee.ring of oaths. It 
was the ".sine-qua-non" for their remaining in ·America. 
' ' 
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to those who advocated war and struggled agair.et God's word, 
fo:r it is said, "we ought to obey God," etc. (Acts 5: 29) 
' and if anything should be cont~ary to this directive th~y 
would rather suffer unjust force than act contrary to it. 
This Biblical stand helps explain mu-0h or the Brethren's 
dual position in regard to the acceptanc-e of civil rule and 
their seeming occasimnal lapses into civil disobedience 
during the Revolutionary period. 
. There were factors other than these, that may have had 
' 
an indirect influence in helping ·to mold the Brethren's 
opinions along these lines. 'Ihere was the direct influence 
of the Pietists upon early Moravian thought am· the fact 
that Pietists taught non-resist·ance. Zinzendorf, at the age 
of ten, came under the influence of Professor Fracke, a 
Pietist.14 Later, the young Count am a group of fellow 
Pietists formed the "Order of the Grain of' Mustard Seed " 
. ' 
in which prayer, moral conduct and the doctrine of Jesus ~ . 
. 
• 
were stressed. A direct line of influence from the Pietists 
to Zinzendorf to the "Renewed Church, n 1-.Jas thereby established; 
and any influenoe which molded the faith of Zinzendorf and 
the early Brethr1 en affacted their attitude toward war and 
peace. 
Another peace sect, ·the Waldenses, exerted, a degree 
of influence on the -Brethren I s ·dpacifiam. The connecting 
link was forged· when a Waldensian bishop, Stephen, conferred 
j 
14 / 
Ja.cob John Sessler, Communal Pietism AmoAS Early American Moraviana {New York, c.1933),p.7. -
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the episcopacy on the Moravians, and the bread and wine were 
shared in connnon co:mmunion. ~hen, too, there is a similarity 
in the doctri·nes held by both groups, i.e., acceptance of the 
Bible as the sole-authority of belief and life, belief in 
... ' ,~ 
~ i 
the Holy Eucharist, and rejection of oaths and all forms of 
violence.15 · 
There were other denominations which could have affected 
the Brethren to a greater or lesser degree along similar lines • 
.. 
The Sch1t1enkfe.lders and Separatists joined the Brethren in 
voicing their opposition to the Gener.al Assembly, in 1777, 
.. 
on the matter of taking oaths. 16 Again, a similarity of 
doctrira becomes manifest to the discerning person. Then, too, 
the Schwenkfelders had a long association with the Brethren 
. 
in Europe and America; consequently, the doctrines o:f one 
group became familiar to the other.17 Moreover, t~.e Brethren 
had social intercourse with the Quakers, 1:v1ennonites, and 
Dunkers during the Pennsyl vm ia Synod meetings in which re-
,;,, 
ligious ideas were exchangea.18 Although the above-mentioned 
sects differed on religious details,in the main, they ad-
15 I 
· 'E.H. Gillett, The Life and Times of John Huss,etc. 
(Boston,1864),II,562. Also see Williston Walker,·A History 
of the Christian Church {New York,1941) ,p.496. · · 
16 
'· 
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Kenneth Gardner Hamilton ed., "John Ettvirein and The Moravian. 
Church During The Revolutionary Period, n The Moravian , 
Hist.orical Society Transactions (Bethlehem, Pa., i92~o) ,XII, 262 •. 
· 17 
Joseph Mortimer Levering, A History of Bethlehem, Pe:tn-
sylvania9 17)+1-18922 etco (Bethlehem, Pa. ,1903) ,p.31; 18 ·. 
Edwin ,Albert Sawyer, The Reli ious ,f .• erience o:r the 
Colonial American ~ioravians Ann Arbor, 1 ich • .,19 ,p. • 
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vocated an identical line of peaceful co-existence under God, 
and held to the same basic opposition to oaths and the military.19 
There are probably three reasons why these groups helped 
influence tp.e Brethren' s opposition to ivar and its concomi-t-ant 
evils, First, the Quakers originated in England around 1646 
. ~ 
und'ar the leadership or George Fox; and it. is likely that 
/ 
the early Brethren were acquainted with their doctrine. John 
. . "\ 
~, Cennick, an influential Quaker, became a Moravian convert, 
.. '·• 
at a time when both church groups were busy evangelizing the 
En.glish. 20 Th.en, too, William Penn had made missionary 
journeys to the Palatinate and Holland in 1672 and 1677; 
territories in which the Brethren had followers. Second, the 
Mennonites and Brethren had traversed the same area in the 
Palatinate and in Pennsylvania, and rormulated similar doc-
trines on the issues under discussion.21 Third, the Dunkers 
and the Brethren attended the religious debates at the Synods 
in Germantown. 22 Once, again, we find una:nimity on the basic 
concepts of war and peaoe.23 The degree of in.t'lueme that 
the above-mentioned groups exerted on the Moravians can only 
be estimated, but the recurring sl'imilarities of doctrine are 
19 
William Warren Sw~et, Religion in the Development of 
American Culture, 1765-1840 (New York, 1952),pp.40-45. 
20 9 
Rt.Rev. Bishop E.R. li@.sse, 'Ille i-'ioravians (London,n.d.) ,p. 75. 
21 
William·- 1rva:rren Sweet, Religion In Colonial Amerk a ( New~ 
· York, 1947),pp.21.5-216. 
'22 
Sawyet1, The Relig_ious !;xl?_eriem e of the Colonial American 
Moravians, p.98. · 
23 
Sweet, Religion In fhe Development of American Cultur~,P.44. 
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iiore than simple coincidences •. - j 
The Mora·vian hierarcl1.y not only passively accepted these 
I 
peace principles, they taught and declared in private life 
\ 
as well as in offic.ial pronouncements that Christianity and 
war are incompatible. This point was best sunnnarized by the 
..:., 
Provincial Helpers Conference on May 6,1775, when it sent 
the following circular letter to the town and country·con-
gregations explaining their position. Because of its import-
ance in showing the interplay between the Brethren's concepts 
and their actions during the revolutionary period the whol~ 
letter is quoted: 
In the present melancholy circumstances, which have 
bef'allen the country 1j\1here our Lord has placed us, and 
which seems to grow mane widespread and serious as time 
passes, the constant aim of the Board and outcome of 
all its deliberatio11s in the sigl1t of God our Saviour 
have hith.erto been; to encourage all our beloved con-
gregatiohs and their members so to conduct themselves ~ 
in this crisis, as befits the character of a peculiar 
people or the Lord, set by him for blessing and for 
the performance of His purposes of peace wherever He 
has gathered them togethero We wish,therefore, to take 
this opportunity to reemphasize a number of points which, 
even without our doing so~ every true church member should 
cherish araong f11ndamental things: i"Je 1r1ould like to 
reach an agreement up-on them ourselves., and let our 
prayer_ and intercession rise to the merciful Lord, that 
He 't?o1..1ld graciously have mercy upon this country and 
reestablish peace and tranquillity~ so that we might 
continue to lead under our.beloved authorities a quiet 
and peaceable life, in all eodliness and honesty. 
. , -
We enjoin our entire membership·, therefore, to seek 
grace and wisdom from our dear Saviour, ever to conduct 
themselves accordingly, in word and q.eed, and to avoid 
a.ri.y occasio.n of becoming unnecessarily involved in con-
versation.? lengthy accountss and inquiries relating to 
this subject. Unquestionably, more benefit and blessing 
would accrue to us and our fellow men 9 were we to lay 
such matters in quiet prayer at our Saviouris feet; 
furthermore, excessive curiosity would rob our hearts 
both of peace and comfort in our Lord and of frate~nal 
. 
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fellowship and unity of spirit, and would often occasion 
us unnecessary fear and anxiety. 
. Let our conduct manifest in all ·particulars confident 
t:M1st in the aid of our d. (dear) Father in heaven, with-
out 'Whose permission not a single hair may fall from 
our heado. This i-1ill be in accor~dance iiith the teEtchings 
of Jo Chro and His apostles., and also 1r1ith 11hat 1/\re in o~ 
Moravian churches hitherto have considered fundamental 
principles of our organizationo 
t-J'e are sv.bject to all the au.thority vhich has the 
power over us, 1ivith all our heart; for there is no 
authority exceiJt .from God. lib.at better course can 1r1e 
follow~ than to prove ourselves, even in these sad times, 
a/still and quiet people, ivhich truly seelrs the peace 
and best interests of the country. Consequently, we 
should avoid all circurastances which might. hinder us--
whether directly or indirectly--rrom attaining so whole-
some an end, should willingly join in helping to bear 
the country's burdens, so far as our means allow, and 
share its suffering, ir sufrering and sorrow be its lot. 
' ' 
Finally, we would urge our dear Brethren, should the 
country's misfortunes bring about a resort to arms also 
in this and neighboring Proviro es (may God in His mercy 
overt this), t~ reflect upon the desirability and need 
of seeking to abstain from any participation ·cl1.erein., 
the rather peraforr11ing our duty by goil.d arrl other 1;1ays 
and means, considered helpful at such times. Thus ~,e 
shall avoid setting a precedent because of which we 
might be ·deprived of 1rJhat our church-folk have prized 
.. 32 
... 
so highly, ma-'i nly freedon1 and exerr1ption from the a~tual -------
bearing of' arn1s., We have hi t;herto enjoyed this in the 
Colonies, quietly and freely!) under·: the protection of 
our b9 (beloved) public authoritiesc:,-=somethjng ir1hich 
we certainly cannot treasure enougho Moreover, we live 
in a country 3 where various opinions are to be found, 
on behalf of 1rrhich men are ready to go to the limit 
in tl1i.s case 9 for conscience's sake as it were; there-
fore we may hope, that only voluntee~s will be called 
£or and such as do not scruple to tru{e the part. 24 
The ·events that transpired did not· fulfill the hopes 
of a voluntary draft, entertained by the Brethren, for on 
March l 7, 1777 the Pennsylvania. General Ass enibly passed the ~ 
. . 
. 
; ~ 24 
Kenneth Gardner Ha1nil ton ed., "John Ettwein and the ~'.Ioravian 
Churcl1 During the Revolutionary Period, 11 The Moravian Hist-
orical S·oci_ety Tra.nsac.tion,s, .XII, 234-36. 
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militia and substitute b'ills.25 
. 
Section ti;'7"o of the l1ili tary Act required all male white 
' persons between the ages of eighteen and fifty-three capable 
or bearing arms to be conscripted into the militia. Delegates 
in Congress, members of the Executive Council, judges or the 
Supreme Cour~, masters and faculty of colleges, ministers of 
•.-9. 
the gospel {or clergy) of every d·enominatio·n and servants , 
purchased bona fide and for a valuable consideration v1ere 
excepted. The recruits were inscribed, enrolled and divided 
into districts. Each district was to contain not less than 
four-hundred and forty nor more'than six-hundred and eighty 
pri va.tes tmder the leadership of, a county lieutenant. These 
units were to take to the field in turn, as circumstance 
should direct. Should anyone\refuse to go in person or rail 
to· send a s\litable man in his place within three days after 
" 
being notified, the county lieutenants 't·Jere to hire a man for 
him as cheaply as possible, notifying the delinquent of_ the 
amount due plus expenses Hnd compeling him to pay for each 
day on which he failed to drill. 
The Brethren were unable to comply with the odious laws 
. 
. 
· because their consciences would reprove them as ac.ting against. 
the word of Goa.26The Moravians in Europe were iOyal to 
~. 
England; should Americans embrace the cause of independence, 
relations with their European Brethren would be endangered; 
. 2.5 
Pen11sylvania Historical and Museum Commission, Harrisburg, 
· Pennsylvania. Records of the Department· of' State. Lai-1 Books, 
17;10-1903. Record Grou:p, 26, I: Chapter- 14,p.131. Also cited 
in Pennsylvania Statutes at Large, IX: Chapter DCCL, 75-9-L~. 
26 · · 
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Ettwein Papers No.1276 .- ( Moravian Archives, Beth1ehe~, Pa.). 
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by such an overt ·act the missionary work of the church would 
be placed in jeopardy;27 and finally, they could not take up 
-
arms against the people who exempted them from the duty of 
·military service. 28 "To whom ye present yourselves as ser-
vants, his servants ye are," (Romans 6: 16). Then, to_o, there 
were the glowing promises held out to them by Penn's "Charter 
. 
_of Pennsylvania, 11 passed by the Assembly, October 28,1701, 
which granted them the following considerations: 
·~·--: 
B·ecause no people can be truly hs.ppy, though under_ 
the greatest enjoyment of Civil Liberties, if abridged 
of the freedom of their consciences as to their religious 
profession and 11orship; and Alrnighty God being the only 
Lord of Conscience, Father of Lights and Spirits, and 
the author as well as object of all divine lmoi1ledge, 
faith 2.nd t'1orship, ·1,,,ho only dot;h enlighten the r11ind 
and persuade and convince th.e under.standing or })eople, 
. ' 
I do hereby grant and declare that no person or persons, 
inhabi tj_ng in this Province or Terri tori es, ~rho shall 
confess and acl{no1iledge One Almighty God 9 the Creator, 
Upholder and Ruler of the World~ and proress him or 
themselves obliged to live quietly under the civil govern-
ment, shall be in B..ny case raolested or prejudiced in his 
or their person or Estate because or his or their con-
scientious p·ersua.si on or practice~ nor to be compelled 
to frequent or maintain any rel~gious worship, place or 
ministry contrary to his or their mind, or to do or 
suffer any other act or thing contrary to their rel~gious 
persuasion. And. that all persons who shall also profess 
to believe in Jesus Christ to be the.Savior or the world, 
shall be capable (not1vithstanding tl1.eir other persu.asions 
and practices ,.in point of conscience and religion) : to 
serve this government in any capacity, both legislatively 
34 
or execut i vely, providing, he or they solemnly promise, 29 
when lawfully required, allegiance to the King or Sovereign. 
Freedom of relig~on promised under Penn and· loyalty to 
· 27 
· Ettwein Papers No.1289. 
28 
Ettwein;Papers No.1300. 
29 _, 
Charter of Privi.leges to the Provinces and Counties of 
Pennsylvania, Colonial Records, 1700-17, II,56-57 
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the King were £actors which did not always prove compatible 
with Amer~ican patriotism. . Soon, the Brethren' s peace was 
disturbed and they were treated harshly by their neighbors; 
'· 
some 't\fere threatened with tarring and f e.ather·ing. In more,·. 
severe cases, several Brethren had their farms destroyed and 
their homes and barns burnea.3° Several of the younger men 
were· served wi.th 'tvarrants -requiring their appearance before 
some justice of the peace to answer charges brought against 
them.31 They appeared and made their appeal; but no con-
..-::_·--;c- -----· ---·----·--.. ·--··--------·---- ----------·-··----··---·-·-"··-----···· ----- ·-· ·-· ··-··· -------·· - -
sideration was given to their pleas of poverty, that they had 
been deprived of their occupation and ,homes, that they had 
beet infected with swamp fever from the hospital and that 
many of them had died as a result of this service.32 They 
. 
wei',e offered three choices--drill, provide a subst_itute, or 
go to jail until the fine was paid•3J Many of the unfortunate 
... 
Brethren succumbed to the latter choice due to financial 
difficulty. Nowhere were they treated so harshly with regard 
to fines, as in Northampton County.34 
Persecutions, harassments, fines, destruction of prop-
erty and even confinement in the corrnnon "goal" (jail) did 
. ,,A 
30 
. Ettv1ein Papers, No .1556 and 1557. 
31 
Ettwein Papers, No.1156a. 
32 
····-'···i·t 
Leverii1g, A History of Bethlehem,p.4.5·6. Also, see 
Ettwein Papers, No.1269. 
33 . 
Record Group 26, I: Chapter 14,p.131. 
34 . - ~ 
Ettwein Papers, No.1297. Protest against the manner of 
executing the militia l 1aw in Northampton County. 
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not produce complete agreement in ooni emning warfare by all 
Moravians. For in spite of all remonstrances from their 
pastor,· eleven members of the York .congregation bro~e ranks . 
..•• t 
· and joined the Continental forces.35 Rev. A.L. Oerter·made 
··-j I 
a similar claim for members of the Graceham, Maryland con-
gregation who supposedly joined the militia on September 3, 
1777.36 However, this claim proved to be erroneous due to a 
faulty translation from the German to the English language. 
The corrected tr a:hsla tion sho"tn1s, "tha t the Brethren were meeting 
on the question of military service--to which they could not 
easily give themselves due to detrimental consequences."37 
Thus, there is no clear indication, according to the church 
diary, that any members of this congregation "fell from grace" 
<;.:, 
due to enlistment in the Continental military forces, as Oerter 
had claimed. However, this is not to say that some members 
o.f this congregation did not, at a later date,- volunteer their 
services to the patriotic cause, only that t.he church records 
do not substantiate this claim. The Emmaus congregation 
contributed twelve men to the patriotic cause, after they 
35 
Rev. s.c. Albright, The Story of the Moravian Congre~ation 
a:t Yo.rk, Pennsylvania (Y9rk,.1927?) •. 'lhe youtj.g men ci·ted _ oy 
Rev. Albright s.s serving.in the Cont:inenta.l t·orces cannot 
be substantiated by the York church diaries for the years 1775, 
. 1778, and 1779. However, the diaries for the years 1776 and 
1777 are missing, these are probably the sources for this 
cleim. · w • •· 
36 
36 
Rev. A. L. Oerter ft naraceham, Frederick County, Md., ... 
. ··An Historics.l Sketch, 1 ed. Transactions of the ~1oravian 
Histor.ical So.cie_ti. (Nazaret4, Pa:,1913),IX; 152. 37 / 
Graceham Congregation Diary, 1771-1779, translated from· 
the German to the English language by Lothar Madeheim,p.257, (Moravian Archives, Bethlehem,Pa.). 
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overcame their religious scruples;38 and much to the Chagrin 
of the Lititz officials, some of.their men repeatedly broke 
the rule of the church and joi~·~a their comrade~- in arms. 39 
How did the older and more conservative church leaders take .,..,. , ... 
J 
to this "breaking in rank? tt Concerning the Brethren i-Jho 
-
enlisted in the armed forces Ett1rJein once wrote; "There . 
always will be people who bear the name of Brethren, without 
" 
· being any. 11 40 On another occasion (May ,1791), Ettl-1ein in-
rormed Alexander Hamilton that: 
It was not a point of doctrine to do no military 
service, but the Moravians were bound by the Augsburg 
Confession ivhich precluded it ••• Ever sim e the time or 
Hus, t11e Brethren separated themselves from the others 
1...rho 1.sJaged 1,var under Zisca and agreed to make it a prin-
ciple, or something like that, not to fight with carnal 
weapons but with prayer. For the \-Jorda of God,-~'Thou 
shalt not kill," "Thou shalt not hurt thy neighbor," 
still prevail. We do not say that each and every 
member belonging to the church has such scruples of 
conscien·ce. A soldier could -become and remain a 
men1ber. 41 
Not only could a church member become a soldier, but 
37 
under certain circumstances'; he could have orricial church 
sanction for such action. For the Brethren were not "Kriegerish" 
38 
Preston A. Barba, rrhey Grune to Emmaus (Emnaus, Pa.,1959), 
pp.128-133.-
39 \ 
Mary Augusta Huebner, ed. "Bicentennial History·of the 
Lititz l\ioravian Congregation, 11 Transactions of the Moravian 
Historical Society (Bethlehem,1947),XIV, 245. 40 . 
. Ett~rein Papers, No.1273. 41 ' ~ - . 
Ettvrein_ Papers, No.1472 (14emorandum), translated from 
the German to the English lange.~ge by Rt •.. Rev. Father Raymond, 
C~M.M. 
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I , 
( disposed to fight) nor were they "Quakerisch" ( of Quaker mind) 
but when their homes and families were threatened by Indians 
or \9ndangered by frontier conditions, they t~ere __ ready to arm 
ror self-defense.42 
Tho' we conscientiously scruple to be engaged in 
Wars as Soldiers, to follow after Enemies, to take 
away-l~ves, etc., Yet in the last troublesome time, 
when vJe,· ivere in -Danger of being fallen upon by the 
murdering Indians, vre have kept strict t1fatch, and have 
se~ured several of our Settlements with Stocadoes, etc._, 
which have been hitherto so successful for us and our 
Neighbors, as to prevent a Surprise and Bloodshedding 
on both sides. 43 
On another occasion in Labrador, whe·re no constituted 
authority existed to protect _them, they built a fort and pro-
vided it with arms. They might have used them, were they 
attacked by the Eskimos. But, again, this does not prove 
that they did not have scruples ag,a.inSt offensive wa~.44 
On the whole, most Brethren felt like Ettwein did on this 
point: 
. ,· 
42 
. I am not the only one who emphatically considers 
going to t"1ar in person or providing a substi t11te to be 
one and the same wrong, only, in the one case, one's O'Wil 
life and ease are better safe-guarded than in the other. 
But I, also, make an essential disUnction between the 
~ction of the lord of some manor or the proprietor of an 
estate, and in individual Brother who is surmnoned e·ither 
to, serve in person or to provide a substitute; I do not 
consider the former action to be contrary to freedom 
of conscience. 45 -,· 
L.evering, History of Bethlehem, p.321~ 
43 . . _ 
Petition for appointment of officers for the Moravian· 
Civil guard--Bethlehem, r~:arch 14,1757. Colonial Records, 
Minutes of the Provincial Council of Pennsylvania, VII, 459-460. 44 ··-
Ettwein Papers, No.1273._ 
45 -
Kenneth Gardner Hamilton,ed. The Moravian Historical 
Society TrEtrisactions, XII, 324. 
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Although, there were minot differences on the matter 
of mili1tary s.ervice, all agreed. to seelr the welfar·e of their· 
new country, so long as they lived in it. ~heir fondest de-
,. I 
--· 
_,....... 
--~ 
sire was to be allo1"1ed to continue in peace and quiet in the 
place where Providence had placed them--a place which they' 
. 
dedicated to God for the advancement of religion and virtue. 
And above all, the;r ... prayed .for the pres~.rvation of true lib-
erty, the type which was best defined by an unkno~m church 
---scribe, who le.ft this thought· for pos.teri ty: 
0 Lord grant us true Liberty/ 
and let us loyal Subjects be/ 
Deliver us from TyranJ/ 
and all rebellious~ Infam't/ 
Ye Rulers make ye Wholesome Laws/ · 
Ye Lawyers plead the poor man's Cause/ 
Ye Judges judge impartialy/ 
This-makes good Subjects, rich and free.46 
'lhe Brethren also thought it unbecoming a follower of 
Jesus Christ to indulge in certain practic~s, i.e., the swearing 
of oaths, the bearing of arms ( except in defensive me·asures(), 
the filling of any civil o£fice, or even the carrying on of 
a mercantile business which involved the sale of anything 
but the basic necessities of life. Their idea of the good 
-. 
. -".\. 
life mani:fested itself in terms of .. simple living and further-
ing the work o-r the ·Lord. They looked to the New Testament· 
f'or divine guidance and placed their t.rust in the rightness 
of their way or life. These good people genuinely believed 
46 
Ettwein Papers, No.1284. 
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that f.aith conquers all. Many of I them lost their· property, 
suffered humiliation and felt the cruel pains of persecution, 
rather than '.submit to the overruling of their conscience. 
t• That many, especially in Northampton County, did not under-
stand their distinctive customs and their rather aloof way 
of life, cannot be denied. Yet, the Brethren did little or 
j, 
nothing, locally, to improve their public image. Little 
wonder then that misunderstandings plagued the county, and 
,, that many suff"ered needlessly •. 
' ; 
Now that the Brethren' s religious and political convict-_ 
ions have been examined, we will.attempt, in the next few 
chapters, to determine the consistency of these beliers 
as they came under attack from the controversial Test-Acts. 
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Chapter III 
- The Co-nt·roversial Test Acts, 1777-. ·to 1·789 
-Pennsylvania, one of the most.important of the colonies, 
during the American Revolution, was under- the dominance of 
religious sects which had been at all times opposed to wars 
' 
~and fighting. The attitude of these pacifist groups, i.e., 
Mennonites, Quakers, Separatists, and the United Brethren 
is well expressed by a resolution or protest against early 
military acts, passed by the Schwenkfelders at Oley, on 
May 1, 1777, which they planned to present to the Pennsylvania 
Assembly for consideration and co:r;icurrence: 
We who are lmown by the n~e Schwenkfelders hereby 
confess and declare that for conscience sake it is im-
possible for us to take up arms and kill our fello'Wnlen; 
we also believe that so far as knowledge of us goes this 
fa.ct is well kno1r.m concerning us. 
We have hitherto been allowed by our lawmakers to 
enjoy this liberty of conscience. We have felt assured 
of the same f'reedom o.f conscience for the future. by 
virtue of the resolution of Congress and our Assembly. 
We will with our fellow citizens gladly and willingly 
bear our_ due share o:f the common civil taxes and burdens -
excepting the bearing of arms and weapons. 
We can not in conscience of this take part in the 
existing military arrangement, thpugh we would not with-
. draw ourselves from any other demands of the government. 
tmereas, at present through contempt of the mani-
fested' divine goodness and through other sins, heavy 
burdens 9 extensive disturbances by war and divers militar~ 
regulations are brought for~rard arrl continuedo . 
Whereas, we on the first or this month made a candid 
declaration concerning present military arrangements to 
the effect that we can riot" on account· ··of conscience take 
part in said military affairs and 
1dhereas, it seems indeed probable that military 
service will be exacted from many of our people and 
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that on refusal to render such service heavy fires will be imposed. 
Therefore, the undersigned who adhere to the apos-. :. 1 
__ tolic doctrines of the st1inted Gasper Sch-1,renl{feld and 
who seel{ to maintain the same by p'ltblic service and by instruction of the\young have mtttually agreed, a.nd here-
with united then1selves to this end that they 1rrill mutu-
ally with each other bear such fines as rnay be imposed 
on account of refusing for conscience sake to render 
military service in case deadly weapons are carried and used •••• 1 
·· 
When the resolution was dra1m up, it l"lfas sent to the 
---Brethren, asking them to subscribe ·to it. After due con-
sideration the men of Bethlehem concurred and affixed their 
names to it. The form was signed by about fifteen hundred 
people from surrounding counties. But just when it was to 
' have been presented to the Assembly in Philadelphia was un- -
-,:, 
certain, for the British occupied that city and the le.gisla-. 
tors had to flee elsewhere. The petition lay in Germantown 
when the English arrived and i-1as not presented. This unfor-
tunate turn of events prevented the dissenting religious 
1 
groups from getting their case before the legisla.ture f'or 
, I redress at an appropriate time. This delay caused consj_der-
able hardship and misunderstanding for the peace groups in 
the years ·that f9llo~ed because t4eir position had not been 
.:!, 
adeqµat~ly alred in the public forum. The extent and scope 
\ 
----' 
of this distress was soon to become -~nown •. 
Trouble arose during the summer of 1777,-and the occasion 
demanded that better arrang~ment s for defense o,f the colony 
.. I 
be provided. In consequence of thi.s. the Pennsylvania General 
.. 
1 
Anson Phelps Stokes, Church alld State in the United States (Nev1 York, 1950), I, 281-82. :" 
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Assembly deemed it expedient to procure a"assurance of alle-
giance from the people residing within the e9n.fines of the 
·state's borders. This was to be obtained by a test and oath 
of allegiance, the first test oath demanded of any except 
of public officers.2 The measure, the lawmakers felt, was 
neces.sary for the successful prosecution of the war because 
. ,,• 
•, . 
certain people "from sordid and mer'c.fenary motives, •• (which 
· were) inconsistent with the happiness of a free and indepen-
dent people, (who) have, or may yet be induced to withhold 
their services and allegiance,"3 from the patriotic cause 
while others risked their lives and fortunes in defense and ~ 
. 
. 
support of it. Sime both groups of people remained mixed 
'\ 
and undistinguished from each other, some system had to be 
devised to distinguish between them. The separation of one 
group from the.other was thought necessarY,because, allegiance 
and protection~edng reciprocal, those who would not bear the ·' 
rormer were not entitled to the benefits or the latter. In 
. I 
short., the act was considered necessary to r.estrain tl1e in-
I • 
smlence of those sympathetic to the royal c.ause and ta force 
neutral colonists to.comm.it themselves. The Assembly used 
this device to help ·create what Thorstein Veblen once called 
"a sense of partisan,solidarity. 11 In addition, the Assembly 
felt that loyalty oaths possessed the virtue of convenience. 
2 
Ettwein Papers, No.1591. Oath or Affirmation of the Justices Appointed by the Conventj_on. 
3 
Pennsylvania Archives, Record Group 26: Records of the Department of State, Law Booki, 1710-1903, I (1776-82), p.120 (Pa. Historical and Museum Commission, Harrisburg). 
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"Few devices of ... government can offer more benefit than to 
force enemies ~o expose themselves by refusing to swear." 4 
The intent and purpose of the new law, then, was self iden-
. .,.. 
tification so as to create security, reveal potential en-
emies to the cause, and defend the State against domestic 
and foreign enemies under one simple bill. 
With that thought in mind the Represenatives of the 
freemen of the Commonwealth'of Pennsylvania in General As-
sembly, on June 13 ,·1777, passed a law which decreed that 
, 
"all male white inhabitants of this state,·· except of the 
counties of ·Bedford, Northwnberland and Westmoreland (excused 
for agricultural purposes) above the age of eighteen years, 
shall ••• ··take and subscribe to the following oath or affir-
mation b··efore a justice of the peace in the area in wh+ch 
th~y reside: 
4 
I (A.B.) do swear, or affirm, that I renounce and 
refuse all Allegiance to George the Third, King of Great 
Britain, his Heirs and Successors; and that I will be 
faithful and bear true Allegiance to the Common ... 1tleal tl1 
or Pennsylvania, as a free and independent State; and 
that I will not at any Time do~ or cause to be done, any 
}Tatter or Thing that will be prejudicial or injurious __ . 
to the Freedom and Independence thereof, a.s declared by 
Congress; and also that I will discover and make known, 
to some one Justice of the Pea_ce of the said State, all 
~ . 
Treasons, or traitorous Conspiracies, which I may know 
or hereafter shall l\n,ow, to be forraed against this or 
any of the United States of America. 5 
The justices of the,- peace were r~quired to issue the. · 
::1: Harold M •. Hymal'l, To Try l~en' s Soul&\ (Uni varsity of Cali-
fornia Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1959),p.7. 5 . •:': . 
Pennsyl yania Archi ves1 Record Group 26, p .120 •· 
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following certificate to the person taking the oath. "I do 
hereby certify, that (A.B.) hath voluntarily taken and sub-
~ ~-,., .-. 
scribe·d to the Oath or ltfirmation of Allegiance· and Fi·delity, 
-·- --
as directed by an Act of General Assembly of Permsylvania. 6 
This law compelled the subscribers to forsivear allegiance to 
the King of Great Britain, and to swear fidelity to Pennsyl-
vania and the United States. ,. 
It was a very severe law, the penalty for refusing or 
neglecting to comply with its requirements being that such 
a violator would be incapable of holding any office or 
place of' trust in the State and from s~rving on juries, 
would be ineligible to sue for debts, and prevented from 
deeding or being deeded property, buying selling or trans-
ferring any lands or tenements, -and would be disarmed. 7 
To prevent the spreading of discord and disaffection 
by people moving from one part ·Of the state to another who 
were not in sympathy 1r1i th the_ patriotic catJ.se, it 1-vas de-
cided that every person above the age of' eighteen, who trav-
elled out of his area of residence i-1i thout the requir,ed cer-
tificate of alleg(ance could be considered to be a spy and 
to hold· principles dangerous to the welfare or- the United 
States. Such a person when apprehended should be taken to 
the nearest justice of peace, who would then tender to him 
.. ~. 
·the r,equired oath or affirmation. Upon refusal to take and 
subscribe to the said oath or affirmation, the recalcitrant 
6 
--------·--Pennsylvania Archives, Record Group 26, p.121. _; 
7 ' 
Pennsylvania Archive~, Record Group 26, p.121. 
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would then be co:rmnitte.d to. the common goal (jail) 8.Ild there 
to remain without mainprize (bail) until he submitted or pro-
duced a certificate that he had already done so.8 
·-
The law,_ further, req_uired that any person coming from 
~ . 
~ny other state to this state would.L be required to register 
at the nearest office of the justice of' peace and take and 
~scribe to the aforeinentioned oath. 9 
.. 
This provision was 
enacted into law to prevent Tories (British sympathizers) 
fleeing from other states finding sanctuary in Pennsylvania, 
---
there by adding to the number of unloyal and disarfected · 
people already residing there. Delegates in Congress, prison-
ers of war, officers and soldiers in the Continental army, 
merchants and marines of friendly nations trading in American 
ports ~ere not included within the intent and meaning of the 
act. 10 
A person fo~ging a certificate of allegiance, upon con-
viction before a Court of General Quarter Sessions of the , 
Peace, was to be ~ined the sum of fifty pounds and committed 
to jail until the fine and costs of prosecution were satisiied. 
If within the space of thirty days, the defendant was unable 
to satisfy. the. judgment of the cour·t, he was to be whipped 
with any number or lashes not exceeding thirty-nine.on his 
1 
on.11 
' . 
bare back., lt\rell 'laid 
.( 
8 
Pennsylvania Archives, Recor.a Group 26, pp.121-22. 
9 .,; 
Pennsyl ·vania Archives, Record Group 26, p.122. 
10 I·. 
Pennsylvania Archives, Record Group 26, p.122. 
11 I, ' 
Pennsylvania Archives., Record Group 26, p.122. 
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Such was the wording, and intent of the law: For some, 
it o!'fered no special challenges; the true vJ.h.igs (American-
'Sympathizers) rushed to the offices of the magistrates and 
willingly took the oath; for the Brethren and other disaf-
fected religious groups, this ~aw presented an insurmount-
able obstacle ,:~hi.ch they opposed wtth all their might. Yet, 
oath taking was nothing new for "Home~}' s heroes svrore; the 
• 
Gods swore; the Romans swore by their swords and their Cae~ars; 
the Egyptians by cats and onions; the East Indian by holding 
a cow by t'he _tail, the cow being sacred to the Brahmin." 12 
In more recent centuries, a multitude of authorities includ-
ing the Pilgrims of the May£lowe~, the Continental Congress, 
~ 
, General George Washington (who himselr had sworft loyalty to 
the British Crown) and others, have administered and taken 
oaths. Henry VIII, in 1539, forced the English to submit to 
· loyalty tests to measure their political respectability and 
religious conformity. The subjects were required to swear, 
among other things, that ft}iaving now the veil or· darkness of 
the ••• Bishop of Rome clearly taken away- from my eyes {I) 
do utterly testify. • • that (nor foreign potentate hath ••• 
any jurisdiction., • • within this realm. nl3 Oaths of Allegiance 
have q\een defended and championed by a wide variety of men, 
, including King George III, Tom Paine, Thomas Jerferson, 
Alexander Hamilton, Abraham Lincoln, Jefferson Davis and 
many of our modern-day United States presidents. 
l? 
S.S. Cox, The Test Oath--Its Repeal ·(Washington, Jan.21., 18~4),p.7.. · 
13 
Hynan, To Try.Men's Souls, pp~2-15. 
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Supporters of such oaths have unknowingly adopted the · 
philosophy of John Cotton--that it ,1ere ". • • yet better to 
._ 
I 
48 
. ------~--be ~ypocrites ( wno have sworn an oath) 1than profah_s.e persons 
.,(who have not). Hypocrites give God part of his due, the 
.a.,:._ 
outward man, but the profane person giveth God neither the 
. 14 . . . 
outward nor inv1ard man. 11 The use or- oaths was also de-I . - • 
-
fended by_ Cotton Mather _who preached that "It . is well known, 
that swearing, is a usage, very frequent, and sometimes need-
ful, among the children of men. • • • Swearing by the Glorious 
God, is a duty of religion, sometimes to be expected from~ 
us •• - •• An oath, when made as it ought to be, is-a con-
siderable act of worship and homage unto God; a considerable 
exercise of religion." 15 
Similarly, opponents of oath- ·tests used the argument- -
advanced by one of Cromwell's lieutenants, John Lilburne, who· 
. ' 
condemned su~h prostitution of pa trio tic purposes as unwarrant- -
\ ' 
able. In 1647, he stated that: 
Oaths ••• now are nothing but cloaks of knavery, and 
breeders of strife and mischief. Therefore ror shame 
lay them all down a:rld press no more upon any man, 11hat-
soever, :Cor he that conscientiously makes nothing of an 
oath, will make as little of breaking his oath, when-
soever it shall make for his profit, ease, or, preferment, 
whereas to him that conscientiously scruples an oath,his 
bare word ••• is the sincerest tie in the world. 16 
Lilburne's advice went unheeded until 1880~ when another 
' 
voice began to reanforce the swelling chorus of opposition_ 
! 
-1~. 
Hyman, To Try Men's Soul~,p.15. 
15 
Cot ton Ma. ther, The Religion of an· ·oath . (Boston, 1718) , p. 4. 
16 . -- - c-- ~ 
Hyman, To Try Men's Souls,p.23. 
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to oaths. Samuel Cox, an American legislator, warned that 
I 
"The history of political oath taking is the history of oath 
breaking •••• He tvho made the law made also its evasions. 
and concluded that you may look over all the absurdities of 
mankind from the fall of Adam and you will not encounter such 
a comedy of' _errors as our system of oaths." 17 
Loyalty tests·have meapt many things to many people, but 
to the Brethren in Northampton County they were an~thema. 
They bel.ieved as St. Chrysostom· did that "Swearing took its 
-·-···· 
beginning rrom want of truth and punctuality." That many did 
not agree with this view is obvious, ·ror the Pennsylvania 
Assembly deemed it wise and expedient to place curbs on in-
dividual freedom, even if it meant imposing restraints on the 
consciences' of the peace groups. Restraints in the form of 
"oaths" are crisis products that emerge from the felt needs 
of authorities during wars, rebellions,." and periods of 
fear and subversion, as such, they are a necessary evil to 
be endured for as long as the present crisis continued. 
Even so, many members of Congress and many members o:f the 
State General Assembly would have gladly discriminated in 
~reming the law so as· to prevent the Brethren from feeling 
its rigors and hardships.18 But it was not possible, as 
17 
. Speech of .S.S. Cox, The Test Oath--Its Repeal, pp.16-19. 
18 . 
See }is., Ettwein Ps.per~, No.1520A {}Ioravian Archives, 
- Bethlehem). A copy letter to Henry Laurens (President of 
Congress), May 23,1778, in which Colo Bayard (Speaker of 
the State Assembly described the Brethren in very favor-
able terms. Go Bryon to Robert Levers (Ett1nrein P?pers, 
No.1520, May,1778) in which the former declared that, 
"the state wishes not to have them (Moravians) distressed 
about the oath." 
'.~' 
• I..:. 
• • 
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. ~ 
Levering pointed out, to pass dif~,erent laws for dif'ferent 
• 
groups or people who had not broken their ties with the old j __ 
world and formed new ties here.19 Even if it had been pos-
- . 
sible, it would have been politically unwise due to the 
fierce resentment that 1 t would have generated. This would 
have been e~pecially true within the Forks of the Delaivare 
'" 
where. the Scotch Irish (Whigs) bitterly opposed the Brethren's 
stand on religious am political issues. 
The legislation as framed by the Assembly left the rol-
lowers of Huss with practically no protection or redress at 
law, except perhaps, the overruling Providence of God. Anx-
, 
iety,- tension a.I;ld inconvenience weighed heavily upon the 
religious comrrru.nity in Bethlehem due to the rigid enforcement 
of the Test Acts in the months that followed. Measures were 
taken to entrap the unwary among them into taking the dreaded 
oath. County Lieutenant Wetzel of :Emmaus arrested twelve 
Brethren from his ov1n tovm and incarcerated them in the 
' 
Easton prison, a~ first marching them through the streets 
o:f Bethlehem as' a:q. object lesson. One of the charges was 
that one of them had shot and wounded a constable sent to 
arrest them. It was soon proven that the alleged shooti~g 
i'1'as done by another man, who was ·not a member of the Brethren' s 
' 
A copy letter, John Van Campen, State Legislator from North-
. ampton County to the Northampton County magistrates, (Ettwein 
Papers~ No.1518A, Sept.7,1778) asking them to suspend pros-
. ecution of the Test Acts. Benjamin Franklin to 1'To S-eidel, 
February 2,1775, expressing concern for the Brethren~· These 
letters are preserved in the Moravian Archives,Bethlehe~. 19 . ~ 
Joseph Mortimer Levering, A History of Bethlehem, 1774-· 
1892 (Bethlehem, 1903),p.459. 
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connn.ttni ty. Others were accused of being spies for the .British 
and disaffected to the American cause. The real reason for 
' 
the charges and the internment of the men from Emmaus was to 
-·· 
compel them to conform to the test law. At · .. the end of April, 
they were .freed, but were threatened with reprisals i)f they 
did not submit to the test. 20 
With September 1777, the people of Bethlehem sufrered ad-
ditional inconveniences due to an "order from the War Board 
which placed 250 British prisoners of war with their guard in 
this little town (Bethlehem) having but rew houses and those 
-"' already filled with inhabitants." 21 'lb.is measure forced 
large ~amilies to evacuate and find lodgings elsewhere. On 
the 19th of September, Dr. Jackson, United States Army, 
ordered the Single_Brethren to vacate their house for an 
army hospital ·to be used for the convenience of the sick 
and wounded Continental troops. The young men willingly 
obliged and moved to other quarters.22 Some members of the 
~ society had their oxen, cattle and horses illegally con-
fiscated and could do nothing more, under the lai-r, than 
offer a mild protest.23 Other members, like Brother Weinek~, 
~ 
a tanner at Bethlehem, were forced to sell their leather 
·; 
20 .,~ . J • · 
Ettwein Papers, No.1294, No.1295 and No.1296·~-
21 
Petition to the Board of War, Sept.3,·1777, Ettwein 
Pape~,~ No .127.5. 
22 
•. ~ 
Kenneth Gardner Hamilton, ed., "John Ettv1ein and the 
-Moravian Church During The Revolutionar:r · Period,'' , Transactions 
,of the_ 11oravia.n Historical Society, XII·, 257. 
23 
. "l Complaint by John Ett.wein to Col. Siegfried,, Oct.2,1777, 
Ettwein Papers, No. 1275B. 
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hides·"at inflated p,rices. When the tanner refused to comply 
with the ruinous order, Jacob l-·1oreys, Justice of Peaoe in 
~ 1 
Northampton County, ordered Weineke's arrest. The defendant 
was asked whethel:\. he had taken the --Test? When he answered 
' 
in the negative, the Justice replied, "Then you have no right 
to speak at all. 11 Mr~e-ineke said, "I hope, I have a right 
to speak in the matter, for~hich I am here! . .!'-- However, 
the Justice continued in his adamant ways and fined the de-
fendant the sum oi' four pounds,-rdtirteen shillings and costs.24 
Moreover, blankets, shoes, stockings, and.other miscellaneous 
articles were commandeered by the a~y,~ding to an already 
distressed situation.25 
In spite of' the ad;ore-mentioned suffering~ inconveniences, 
and harassments some uncharitable newspapers were a~ing, 
"Does the Treason law, the Money-law, and the Militia.::iaw, 
begin to squeeze some good people, who had rather have. ha~ 
other folks fight and pay for .their security till_ doomsday, 
than turn out their persons, or farthings-worth of property 
for the co:mmon defense?" 26 The Brethren, on their part, 
were wondering "whether all men were not naturally tyrants?" 27 
.. 
/ As the h.ardships increase~, discussions· were·-held to 
-
~· determine what decisions could be reached on. the matter, 
24 
Ettwein Papers, No .1602. 
25 
Pro Memoria., John Ett1ri1ein to General Woodford, Ettwein 
Papers, No.1275A. 
26 
The Pen:p.syl vania Gazette, (Philadelphia), March 19 ,·1777. -
27 
Frag111en.t containing questions relating to freedom of __ ~ -
.conscience, Ettwein Papers, No.1281. 
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·1 
without sacrificing their legal privileges or acting contrary 
to church dogma. Each member of the congregation was in-
terviewed and his opinion sought. It developed that they~--
were .ufr1"1'illing to take the oath iind 1rvould rather face fine 
' 
and imprisonment. The reasons given by the Brethren in de-
fen~e of their position were: prior loyalty sworn to the 
English monarch could not be rescinded at will without as-
. 
surance givert that God had taken the Province rrom him; the 
Test ·Act was a restraint upon conscience and therefore not 
mora.l_ly binding; to comply 1r1i th the requirements of the act 
would be tantamount to giving bad example to others; to swear 
loyalty to the Colonies, in this manner, would be a display 
of ingratitude to the English government which had bestowed 
·munificient favors on them in the past; to comply with the 
civil requirements would be a violation of congregational 
rules as defined by the Nazareth-Bethlehem pact; there was 
still uncertainty about the equity of the colonial claims 
to independence; and lastly, doubt that they could placate 
their critical consciences with the thought that 'God looks 
leniently upon .a forced oath.• 28 
After much soul-searching, it was decided that no in-
dividual belonging to a settlement congregation could take 
the test and still remain a communicant.member. Nevertheless, 
the Brethren again reaffirmed ob~dience to any defaoto govern-
ment which ruled over them; they would take no action that 
would be contrary to this-long-standing policy. They would,' 
28 I 
Ettwein Papers, No.1276, No.1289 and No.1606. 
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instead, submit themselves to the laws of the land and accept 
whatever fate had ordained for them, but otherwise to follow,;., 
_,.their religious obligations faithfully, while at the same 
time conducting themselves, in so rar as possible, in an 
exemplary manner while living in peace and quiet with their 
neighbors.29 
In the town and country congregations about one-fourth 
or. one-third of the Moravians took the test; the remainder, 
being sixty-nine persons opposed it.3° 
In Nev1 Jersey, where they had passed the Test Act before .. l-
Pennsylvania did, three Brethren were arrested for non-compli-
ance and ordered to submit a plea. The Brethren ·acknowledged 
that they could not take the prescribed oath or affirmation 
for religious reasons and were admitted to bail. They re-
mained under bond from one court session to another; otherwise, 
) 
e . 
they were treated very leniently.31 
" 
Since very few people had conf'ormed to the Test Act, in 
Northampton County sixteen Justices of the Peace took the 
oath from nineteen hundred and forty-one persons of which 
only eighteen &ffirmea.32 A supplement to it was passed on 
29 
Ettwein ~apers, No.1278, No.1998 and No.l~O. 
30 
54 
M. s. Henry, History~ of the Lehigh Vallez ( Easton, 1860), 
p.209. \· 
31 
Draft of a statement to be made· by Jersey Moravian.a in 
refusing to abjure the King, see Ettwein.Papers, No.1276, 
·· · No .1277 and No .1278. 1 
32 
John Arndt, Oaths of Alle iance or· Northam ton Count , 
Penns lvania 1777-17 ed. Henry F. Marx Easton, 1932, 
'1 pp.1-2 • 
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October 12,1777. In 1 t the age vras lowered from eighteen 
to sixteen, and additional penalties were imposed upon ·in-
" 
. dividuals who were suspected of being hostile to the freedom 
' 
and independence of the United States; they did not have to 
travel out of the country as required for conviction under 
the Act of June 13,1777. Such individuals as did not comply 
with the law were to be sunnnoned by warrant be~ore a justice 
of the peace and by him required to take the test; should they 
... 
refuse, they were to be committed to jail and there to remain 
without bail. After a three-months interim, the Court or 
~ ,' 
Quarter Sessions was again to tender the oath to the dis-
obedient person; if he still refused to take it, he was 
ordered to withdraw from the state within thirty days with 
"-'· the loss of his personal effects and real estate .•. His pos-
sessions w~re to go to the next of kin~ providing he took the 
oath. Arrangements for appeal were included in the law.33 
William Henry,34 of Lancaster, pointed out the danger of 
the new law and advised the Brethren to present a petition 
to the Assembly, explaining their FOsition and asking for 
an exception. The matter was debated in a meeting of the 
entire Provincial Helpers Conference where it ·was determined 
33 
Memorand1un containing provisions of .the S~pp.lement Act, 
Ettwein Papers, No.1612. 
34 
Williai~ Henry, born May 19,1729, in Chester Co., Penna., 
died December 15,1786 i,n Lancaster, Pa. He became ,an ardent 
supporter of the -c._ause of the colonies. In 1782., e.g., Ettwein 
reported that William. Henry was "drunk 1r1i th joy bec .. ause Par-
liament ha~ been obliged to resolve to grant independence to 
the Americansolt See Ettwein Papers, No.11530 For an account 
or his life 9 see "Biographical Sketch of William Henry of 
Lancas~er County, Pennsylvania, n n. a., The Pennsylvania, 
Magazine of History and Biography,XXVII, pp.9lf. 
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to remain silent for the time being. 
for the remainder of the year. 
I 
There the matter rested 
With the advent of 1778, the fortunes of the Brethren 
. --
-· 
sank to a new all-time low due to the continued rigid en-
forcement of the military and test acts. Brother Ettwein 
wrote a letter to Henry Laurens, newly· elected President of 
. ' 
Congress from Charlesto1m and confidant of the Brethren, ex-
plaining the conditions in Bethlehem as follows: 
Bethlehem, Jan.15,1778 
To Henry Laurens Esqr. 
Honored and dear Sir, 
56 
Tho' I am sure that your Time in your present high ·, 
\ 
Station must be very precious and all the Facilities of 
your ~lind fully employed in the Concerns ,of the United 
States; I must nevertheless trouble you with a Repre-
sentation of the Sufferings of a rew Individuals, which 
are very dear and near to me and I doubt not you will, 
if it is in your Power, try to get some Relief for them • 
The Brethrens-Church settled in America in full Con-
fidence to enjoy compleat Liberty of Conscience; to 
promote their Settlements and to encourage there at a 
certain Period persecuted Brethren in Germany, to go to 
America.; The Parliament of Gr.Br. in t~e year 1749, 
granted them an Act: That they should be exempted from 
serving personally in War and that their Af~irmation 
shall be taken instead of an Oath. (Since that, other 
Powers have granted the same Priviledges they had here) 
and the Brethren in their different Settlements lived 
very happy in the Enjoyment of their Rights until of 
late, when by the Operation of several r-1ili tia La1,-1rs and 
Resolves a Ntunber of them have been continually harassed 
on Account of their Principle, or not bearing Arras, 
they have been repeatedly fined and threatened to be 
carried by Fo1.,ce into the Camp; they· i-1ere charged for 
Substitutes in the first Class twent,y-six pounds a Man 
and fifty-three in the f'ollo-iving Classes. They raade 
their Appeal, that they i:,rere not able to pay such Sums, 
· and represented ho1,r much they had suffered by being 
turned ·out of their Houses, Trades and usual Occupations, 
which has bee~ also the Cause of a great Siclmess araongst 
them, the spot'.lted Fever 'tvhich spread from the Hospital 
r.,. 
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and cf vrhich several died ( amongst them my bes~ and 
dearest Son 2Q years old). But the Lieutenants·or the 
County, did regard no Plea of' any o:f our .Single }1Ien, on 
Account of Inabillty of E:stateo Pay! or go to Prison! 
was all the Corafort o Yea 1AJhen the Constable 1.~rit;h the 
Warran.t came to carry them. to Prison if he did not pay, 
the Ste1,1art o:f the Single Men end.· another of our Brethren 
engaged to pay for then1.? but desired Patience until the 
Accounts which we have against the Publick~ should be 
paid.; instee~d of an Ans1r1er ~ the Constable returned.: to 
execute his ii~rrant and received the J:t1oney collected by 
Charity o By this we can. knovr si 11rhat we have to expect, 
from the late Supplement to the liilitia Lai-1 in this Stat~; 
we must either pay forty pounds for every one noted 
do~m in the different Classes or must let them go four 
Months to prison, to which every one will rather submit, 
than go with the Militia. 
'J , I' 
What we have paid and shall be forced to pay soon for 
the first Turn of the several Classes, here only and at 
Nazareth, is at least two thousand pounds. 
And the Damage done to our Farmers, Single Men and 
other Inhabitants these last four }1onths, cannot be 
made good with fifteen hundred p,ounds~ 
And above all this, Men to whom we should look for 
Protection, have threatened to carry the Brethren to 
Prison and to destroy their Settlements if they would 
not abjure the Kingo One of our Bishops (Bishop 
Nathanael Seidel) has been denied a pass to go to Jersey, 
to visit a Congregation. 
We know how to take all our Sufferings with a humble 
Heart and are confident of God's Help, in his Time. But 
as the Lord makes Use of }1en, as well as save and to 
relieve the Oppressed~ as to punish evil Doers~ and I 
~ felt a Freedom in my Heart to lay our Situation before 
you, as a Friend, I thought: ·Perhaps the Lord will 
incline the Hearts of Congress (who have been so kind 
and good to give us a Sort of Protection on the 22nd 
of Sept o last for BethJ.ehem 1:1hicl1 has been very useful 
to us on these Times) to consider the Situation of the 
Bretl1.ren, in "'chis and tl1e other States .9 where they have 
· .. r·, - settlements and to grant them a Protection for their 
Persons and Property until a final Settlement between 
England and America is effected. 
We will by the Grace or God seek the Welfare of this 
Country, as long as we shall. live in it and bless them that 
curse us; .~e will do nothing either directly nor in-
directly· against the United States o If we me.y not be 
treated as Freeman and Citizens of the States, we are 
content with the· Privilegge of Sojourners, ~rho look 
., 
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out for a better Home. As long as _we are protected we 
will pay our Taxes and bear our Part of the publick 
Burden 9 as far as 1,re are ableo At the E~d of tl1is cal-
amity~ it tt\Till be Time for tl1e B1.,ethren to ask, on itJhat 
Terms, they shall enjoy the F1~uit o? their Industry or 
£or what 9 they shall leave it to others? Many of the 
Brethren have befor~ now rorsaken their All for Christ's 
Sake j and I am sure ·the greatest Part of us.9 11ill 1~ather 
part -vrith all, what is dear to them, than part with Liberty 
or Conscience, so long as there is a Corner in the World, 
where it may be had. 
We don't like to let our Brethren lie in a Prison, 
but ho1rr can we help it,? We_ have saved some for a while 
by Charlty and may save others by contrae.ting Debts 
and at last they must submit to it nevertheless 9 if they 
do not make an EscapeS) to· 011r Loss and Sorrow; and 1-rha·t 
gains the Country by it, if 8:. Number of sober industrio-qs 
young Men lie in Prison .fot1r to eight IV1onths in a year 
or try to get out of the Reijch of their Oppressors? 
There is not one of the Brethren that I ln101·J .9 -vJho does 
not do something for the Service or others; yea our shoe-
makers~ Bakers, the several Smiths, Tanners., S·tocking-
Weavers and Farmers have been these four Months chiefly 
employed for the Use of the Soldier~ and others belonging 
to the Continental Service. c 
I fear D'r Sir this my confidential Letter will give 
you Uneasiness and Trouble of Mind, without knowing how 
to mend our Case; If it is so, Pray! burn it! and re-
commend us in your Prayers to God and his Divine Grace, 
Wishing you the Wisdom from above and all what you 
need ror your present Station and all desirable Blessings 
to make you happy in tl1e neiv year. 
j 
I am 
Honored Sir 
with Love and Respect 
your humble Serv't 
J.E •. 35 . ,..· ... , . 
~ 
Henry Laurens was obviously moved by the sufferings of 
the Brethren in Bethlehem.· Rx:pressing deep regret concerning 
his inability to help the suf.ferers, Laurens suggested that., 
they write a petiti,on t9 the State of Pennsylvania and to 
"i . 
.. 
'35 d I ' - r 
Letter of Ettwein to Laurens, Bethlehem, Jan.15,1778. 
A-.copy of it (Bethlehem~ No.987) · Autograph Book, Moravian 
Archives, ~ethlehem, Pa. 
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Congress seeking reliet. from the oppressive laws. His full 
reply follows: 
Yorktown, 22nd of Jan.1778 
Reverend and Dear Sir,~ 
"
1 The Perusal of your very affecting Letter ·under the 
15th Instant, which I received only this Evening, drew 
Tears from my Heart and I am the more anxious on your 
Account because I perceive not much in my Power to re-
lieve you, but this you may rely on, I will do every 
Thing I can for that Purpose; I have but a Moment as it 
were to write, but I could not miss the very first 
Opportunity, to disclose my Feelings for your suffering 
Society. 
The best present Advice I can give, is to represent 
your Case in a Memorial and Petition or call it an 
hurable Representation--to the State of Pennsylvania and 
to Congress&:G-Redress must flo~r from the former., the 
latter may and I hope will in some Measure interpose on 
your Behalf; I will not fail to eng;age some of the Mem-
bers in your Favour, I kno1,11 111any of them v.Jere disposed 
to shotrr you every Proof of their good Will j vJhe11 we 
were at Bethlehem, but unfortunately the most valuable 
or these are now absent--Excuse this my hasty Address, 
I have told you why more Leisure had not been taken--
and believe that I love and esteem your self above my 
dear Sir and your Brethren, whom I believe to be the 
sincere Disciples of our common Saviour, more than I 
can express. Believe me that as an Individual I am 
heartily inclined to ·ao everything to serve you that 
you would attempt to require. 
With true Affection & Esteem 
·-
· Rev' d Sir your faithful Servant 
Henry Laurens 36 
Indifference to the test acts and non-compliance to the 
military requirements, of which the test acts were a part, 
- reduced· the disposition of .the General Ass:embly to make con-
,'/ 
. I I , 
cessions on the ground of prorrered conscientious scruples 
36 · 
Letter of Henry Laurens to 
Jan.22,1778 (Bethlehem No.344). 
Archives, Bethlehem,Pa. 
John Ettwein, Yorktown, 
Autograph Book,p.3, Moravian 
. .. 
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to a mininru.m in almost every instance. The military situation 
became ,critical for the colonies as the first dreary months 
of the year vrore on; meanvrhile, the dissident religious groµps, 
including the Brethren, continued to oppose them. The laws 
seemed to have little effect on their conduct,
1
though they 
were rigidly enforced in some places. 
In Ivlarch, the Assembly passed an Act "for the attainder 
of divers traitors if they render not themselves by~ spec-
-~._ified time, and for empowering the ~"ttate to confiscate their 
estates under certain conditions and finally, for ascertaining 
.,,. and settling the lawful debts and claims thereon. 11 The act 
·. ·...:., 
gave the Supreme Executive Council the authority to impound 
the estates of traitors, to compel de.faul tars to .. make settle- ..... 
ment with the treasury of the Connnonwealth for legal debts 
owed to the American patriots before the forfeiture of their 
property. 37 
The Attainder law was followed on April 1,1778, by an 
act to provide further security for the Government, hoping 
to scare the more pusillanimous violators into compliance. 
According to the nevJ act., all white male inhabitants over the 
age of eighteen, who had not hitherto complied were required 
-
_to do so before a specified date or suffer the consequences • 
. 
Whoever shall refuse or neglect to meet_the new re-
quirements, shall during such time of neglect be liable 
to all· the disabilities·, incapacities rand penal ties to ' 
which they are subjected by the said act, and also, shall 
be unable to sue or use any actio~, bill, plaint, or in-
, . 
. , 
31 
. Pennsylvania Archives--Record Grottp 26, Chapt.er 30, 
p.143. Also cited in Pennsylvania Statutes at .Large, IX., 
(1776-1779), Chapter ncc·r:xv, pp.147-49·; · · -
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formation, ·in oourse of law, or to prosecute any suit 
in equity or otherwise howsoever, -or to be the guardian 
or the person and estate of any child, or executor or 
administrator of any person, or capable of any legacy 
or deed or gift 9 or to n1ake any vJill or testament and 
moreover shall be liable a11.d compelled to pay double 
the taxes!> 1trhich anothei?_ person of equal estate, i1ho 
has taken such gath or affirmation shall be rated or 
assessed at. 3 . . . · 
All trustees, provosts, rectors, professors, masters 
and tutor}. of any college or academy, schoolmasters, ushers, 
merchants ana·traders, attorney, solicitor, clerk, notary, 
apothecary, druggist, doctor and surgeons, wh~ were in 
violation of the aet w~re not allo1r1ed ·to continue in their 
profession. Anyone who acted contrary to its provisions, 
.. 
was liable to a rine or five-hundred pounds. Two or more 
justices of the peace had the authority to direct their 
precept to any constable or other peace ofricer to summon 
any violator who had not taken the test and require the oath 
of him. Should he refuse to comply with the directive, he 
could be imprisoned for three months, bound over to the next 
,J 
session of court and fined, ten pounds and the costs of pros-
ecution. 
• 
• I / • 
Every person who would not take the oath was liable 
to have all firearms in his possession seized and confiscated 
~ 
by the county lieutenants. Persons who went into·Philadelphia 
while it was in possession of the British without a·license 
' 
.from the Ex·ecuti ve Council', 1..rere liable to be fined fifty 
pounds eagh, with imprisonment, _at the direction of the court. 39 
"'.'I • 
38 A 
Pao Arch.ives--Record Group 26, I, Chapter 64, pp.191-95. 
Also cited in Pennsylvania Statutes at Large,IX (1776-1779), 
pp.238-45. 
39 
Pa. Archives--Record Group 26, I, Chapter 64,p.192 • 
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Chapter IV 
Continuation -of 
,The· Controversial Test Acts, 1777 ·t(J 17.89 
In deference to the wishes of people who were found 
guilty under the test act and who then wished to leave the 
stai;e, provisions were m·ade that they might be granted a 
period of ninety days to sell their estates.1 This law ~· 
rested heavily on the shoulders of many, and caused great· 
consternation. Since a number of Brethren were actually in 
jail and unable and undecided about taking the oath, and 
since they were threatened with confiscation or their pro-
perty and .. ·with exile from the country, many believed that 
the time h,ad come to change, to some extent, their former 
policy oi remaining silent, and to make representations in 
t~e proper place. On April 28,1778, a meeting of the Pro-
vincial Helpers Board was held in Bethlehem to consider the 
. , 
matter. After the reading of the minutes and a~ter having 
thoroughly considere ..d ·: the problem, Brother Ettwein was in-
. , 
.s~ed to draw up a dra:Ct of a petition or humble represent-
ation to the Pennsylvania. __ Assembly and ·submit it to the board. 
In response to their directive, Ettwein completed the document 
and presented it for conside~~tion and approval.2 Aft~r it r -~ 
l 
Pennsylvania.Archives, 
2 
·. Ettwein Papers 1300A, 
Record G~oup 26, I, Chapter 64,p.195. 
, 
Bethlehem, May23,l 778.· 
., 
\ 
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had been read through twice and considered point by point 
and af'ter some alterations had been made at various places; 
it was unanimously approved. The Committee also decided to 
p:resent a similar copy to the Congress ror the _____ sake of -the 
Brethren living in other states. It_was agreed that, before 
presenting the petition, Ettwein should rirst confer with 
Henry Laurens, the President of Congress, for advice and 
approvai.3 
Ettwein visi-ted President Laurens in response ·to these 
orders, acquainted him "t-Jith his mission, showed him the me-
morial and requested him to correct the copy intended fo~ 
Congress. Laurens advised Ett1"1ein that a correction would 
not be necessary; it should be presented as is, and he (Laurella) 
would do all in his power to help the bill gain favorable 
approval. True to his word, the legislator solicited the 
help of Governor Morris of New York, who introduced the follow-
ing memorial to Congress. The document is quoted in full 
because it presents the best and most heart-warming derense 
of the Brethren' s position in relation to the controversies 
which engulfed them: 
3 
To The Honorable Represenatives 
of the United States, met in 
General Congress 
The Humble Representation of the Bishops and Elders of 
the United Brethren Settled in Pensilvania 
That the ~iscopal church called Unitas Fratrum · !~ 
or United Brethren in Germany upon hearing or the 
great Religious Liberty in America and receiving an 
l'\Talter B. Yardley, American Revolution and Fries Rebellion 
in Retrospect (B'ethlehem, 1910),pp .• 22<5-23. 
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Invitation from the Trustees of Georgia, sent in the 
years 1734, 1735, and 1736, a·Number of their Members 
mostly Natives of Moravia to Georgia 9 as well with a 
View to propagate the gospel among the Indians as also 
to provide some Settlements where their here-and-there 
dispersed and persecuted Members might find an Asylum; 
The Trustees having promised them full Liberty of Con-
science and all Indulgence in regard to their partic-
ular Principles; b11t when the ~Jar 1nri th the Spaniards 
brolce out 9 their Fello1,? Inhabitants disturbed the1n for 
not carrying ar:rns and they being unwilling to give Un-
easiness to others 1"ri thdrew from the Colony and retired 
to Pensilvania; here they settled in the Forks-of Del-
aware, then a mere Wilderness 9 and lived in the Peace 
of God with their Neighbors many years very happy. 
Their Industry and prosperous Settlements drew the 
attention of ·many 9 they recei ve:d InviJcations to settle 
in Marvland 9 the Ohio-Company invited them to Virginia 
and My Lord Granville and others -to North-Carolina; and 
as they kne1v by sad Experience}) that they could not ex-
pect to find the same Liberties and that Indulgence in 
the other Provinces as they had in Pensilvania; They 
apply'd to the King and Parliaraent of Great Britain to 
grant them in all the British Dominions an Exemption 
rrom bearing of Arms or personal Service in War and to 
accept their Affirmation of the Unitas Fratrum or 
United Brethren, ( whereof the Report 't-fas printed and 
published in London 1749) was g~anted unto them by a 
public Act of Parliament. 
Encouraged by the Act and the glorious Liberty in 
Pensflvania most of the United Brethren now on this 
Continent came from Germany in full 'I1rust and Confidence 
that they 11nd their ch.ildren would enjoy here Liberty of 
Conscience V'Ti thout Restraint, and vJhich they enjoyed vJi th 
Thankfulness untill the breaking out of the p·resent 
Troubles; since which they have been continually troubled 
ror not associating in the Use of Arms or acting against 
their Principles in Regard to War; Some have been made 
Prisoners and all able bodied of a certain Age have 
been heavily fined, raany so, that if they had not been 
assisted by Charity they would lie in Prison or have 
been forced to give up their Priviledge of being exempt 
rrom bearing Arms. · 
I 
By the operation of the Test Acts some ha~e already 
suffered Imprisonment and ·by an Act of Assembly of the 
1st of April last we found ourselves subject to be 
outla1t1ed a.nd exiled without eny Enquiry into our Be-
haviour, for which we hold ourselves always accountable 
to the Magistrates. ·· t· 
\ 
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We ho1d no Principle any Way dangerous or inconsis-
tent 1r.ri th good government, ive have been tried and 
.sifted enough on that head by the British Parliament, 
the Kings or Prussia and Danemarx,(sic) the Empress of 
- Russia and' ·others before they granted u~s the before-
mentioned and other Privilepges in their Dominions. 
We.are by our Principles everywhere the most obed-
ient Subjects to all Lords, that do not run against our· 
Conscience. 
We vJillingly help and Assist to bear the public 
Burdens and never had any distress made for Taxes. And 
we are willing to give all reasonable Assurance, that 
we will in no wise act against this or the other United 
States. 
We humbly conceive that at altering the government 
we were entitled to the Benefits of those Priviledges 
which enduced us to come into this Land and we have by 
no Words nor Acts agains·t the new gov.ernment forfeited 
them. 
We are a quiet minded People who desire nothing 
more than to profegs Liberty or Con.science 1,Ji thout 
Restraint; ·And if that should be denied unto us., we 
hum.bly conceive.9 i:,Je ought in Justice and Eq1..1ity to be 
indemnify 9 d for our :Expence and Trouble in coming to 
America and be fully payd for our Improven1ents and 
Buildings which we have made at great Rxpence in the 
different States in Dependance on the publik Faith. 
If the La.1rrs of Pensil vania in Regard to the Tests, 
are to be executed upon. us, we and our Families nm.st 
be ruined and our Creditors tirong'd; For we cannot take 
that prescribed oath 9 it is against our Conscience for 
, several Reasons, but particularly also on Acbount o~ 
our Union i·,Ji th the Br~ethrens-Church and her calling to 
preach the Gospel to the I-Ieathen, having many Missions 
in the English Dominions. 
vile have an awful Impression of all oaths or Affir-
mations and cannot say Yeas! and think Nol or Nol and 
thin.Ir Yest Lie i-1ant not to deceive , ?,nybody but will by 
the Help or God act h9nestly· before God and 11en not fear-
, ing the Consequences. 
This is'\\at present our distressed situation! 1-fe 
have theref'ore made an humble Representation and Petition 
to the. General Assembly of this State and prayed for some 
Relief'. 
J"l 
We al.so .pray most humbly that the Honorable Congress 
·Would please, to take it into their kind consideration, 
r 
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as the Brethren are not only settled in Pensi
l vania, L. 
but also in the Jerseys and North-Carolina and h
ave a 
Congregation in Maryland. 
A Kind Recommendation of the United Brethren to 
these 
States, to grant them full Liberty of' Conscience
 or at 
l~ast a Tolerance or Indulgence until th End of
.the 
present 1iar; and J)articularly a.n Intercession 1r1ith the
 
General Assembly of the States to take our humb
le Rep-
resentations into a Kind consideration would be 
of in-
finite Service to our Settlements and others in
 Union 
with use And your Petitioners shall ever pray. 
In the Name_ of' the Bishops and Elders and on Be
half 
or all the United Brethren being properly autho
rized. --
Yorktown, May 12th 1778 
John Et t1r1ein 4 
A Congressional connn.i ttee of three members we~.,e
 appoint-
ed to examine the memorial more closely. Willia
m Ellery of 
Rhode Island was selected for the post, but af'te
rwards by 
me~ans of political maneuvers, Thomas Mac Kean 
(Chief Justice 
of Pennsylvania) replaced him on it. On the 14th, the det
ails 
of the deliberations were revealed. Its purpor
t was as 
follows: the connnittee felt that the Brethren 
were still 
in possession of their p-ri-vileges, contrary t
o the latter• s 
contention; it felt that even a mere representa
tion to t~e 
state Assembly would be. too strong a.r+ action; ·,an
d f'urthermore 
the chairman was dissatisfied with the report an
d recommended 
that it be reco:nnnitted for additional considerati
on.5 
The petition was·shelved as recommended. The in
decisive 
result was a severe blow to the hopes of the Mo
ravian bishop, 
4 
Copy of a petition to the U.S. Congress, Ettwein
 Papers, 
~ No.1299. 
5 
Yardley,- American Revolution and Fries Rebellio
n in 
Retrospect, pp.234-35." . 
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who had counted heavily on Congressional support. Justice 
Mac Kean, a sworn enemy of the Brethren had won the day; the 
hopes for victory were indeed dim. Nevertheless, Henry 
Laurens advised the dejected Ettwein to present immediately 
th.e other copy to the General Assembly which was meeting at 
\ 
.. 
the state capitol. 
Since no further action could be expected from the Con-
.grass for the present, John Etti-1ein journeyed to Lancaster 
where, on the 17th of ?-'lay 1778, he presented the_ .follov1ing 
document to Speaker Bayard for consideration: 
'-· 
To the Iionorable the Represena ti ves of the Freemen 
of the State of Pensilvania 
l • 
The Petition and Representation of the United Br~thren 
settled in this State, at Bethlehem, Nazareth, Litiz, 
Emmaus, Gnadenhutten and others in Union with them 
Humbly sheweth, 
That the United Brethren settled in Pensil~ania with 
no other View, but to propagate the Gospel among the 
Heathen, to enjoy full Liberty of Conscience and to 
lead under the mild LavJS of this Land, a quiet and 
peaceable Life in all Godliness and Honesty. 
When about 30 years ago, the Brethrens-Church received 
several Invitations to settle in some other Parts of the 
English Dominions particularly in North-Carolina, they 
found it necessary, to apply by their '.Deputies to the 
67 
King and Parliament of. Great Br1tain to grant the Brethren 1 s 
church the same Priviledges in the other Parts of the 
Realm as they enjoy' d 'in Pensil vania, vis: Tha.t their 
Affirmation might be taken instead of an o·ath and they 
might be free from all personal Service in War. After 
a full and strict Enquiry about t11e Origin., Doctrine 
and Praxin or Discipline of said Church, an Act of Par-: 
liament passed in the year 1749 to encourage the United 
Brethren to settle more in America, in which both of the 
said Priviledges were under certain Regulations granted 
and secured unto them. 
J' 
Encourage-a by the Charter of this Province and by 
said Act of Parliament, most ~f the United Brethren now 
'-'' 
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on this Continent came from Germany to enjoy these 
Favours with their Children and Children's--Children, 
considering them as a precious Perl and In11eritance of 
gr'eater t,Jorth tl1.an any other Thing or Things tl1ey had. 
For Liberty of Conscience many of· thern have suf·ter 1d 
persecution in other Countries, lviany have left their 
Houses and I-Iomes; their dear.,est Relations and many other 
Bles·sings on account of it; here they lived very quiet· 
and happy in their Several Settlements under the English 
Gouvernment µntill the Breaking out of the present un-
happy War. 
As they could not and vrould not act against their 
peaceable Principles and would not join the Associa-
tions in learning the Use of Arms, tJ1eir Peace has been 
quite disturbed and. they have been treated very u__nfriendly. 
Being excluded from the Rights of Freemen~ disqualify'd 
ror Elections~ denied Justice against Thi@Ves and Robbers, 
f'or no other Reasons but for insisting not to give up 
their PI'iviledges vr the Exercise of their LigEirty of 
Conscience. They were fined and fined again~ for not 
exercising in the Use of Arms: They have been enrolled, 
drafted with the several Classes7 and in Northampton-
County exorbita~t Fines exacted from them and no plea 
of Disability of Estate Accepted; The Justices of the 
Peace8Signed War
rants to cormnit their Bodys to the Common 
Goal, if they did not pay the Fines; Their Houses, Work-
shops and other Property was invaded and they to their 
great Loss and Damage turned out of their Trades. 
All this and more: they bore patiently as a part of 
publik Calamity, for the sake of Peace and not to give 
offence or to make trouble to the Gouvernment. 
But as lately a number or their Society has been ~ 
carried to prison -i,rithout Law and for no other Reason, 
but their un1"7iilingness to take thei Test. And fts by 
an Act of Assembly all of the Brethren, who conscien-
tiously Scruple to take the 1Jrescribed Oath, find them-
sel yes Subject to the sa.me Treat111ent and. to be dealt 
with as Enemies of the Country; We thought it our Duty, 
to break Silence and to make a true Representation of 
6 __)\ 
. The Brethren kept excellent records concerning the pay-
me'.nt of mili.tary fines; see Ettwein Papers, No.1618. They 
also kept a list of members, i1ho could and could not afford 
to pay the fines; see Ettwein Papers, No.1608. 
7 . 
, The Brethren kept records conce1")ning their members wl10 
were drafted for the militia; see Ettv1ein Papers, No.1617 . 
. 8 
Form of summons issued in Bethlehem; see Ettwein Papers, 
No.1595, No.1604, No.16Q5 an.~ No.1599. 
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our Case, praying for Forbearance and Patience with us; 
as we are not free in our Heart and :r1ind to abjure the 
King his Heirs ai1.d Successors, for several 1~eighty 
Reasons, but particl1la1.,ly on Acco11nt of ou.r 1Jnion and 
connexion tori tl1 tl1.e Brethren' s church and· her calling to 
propagate the Gos~pel amongst the lies.thens a great many 
J.~ 69 
o.f t11e Brethren do11 v t lmohr ho1rJ soon one o:e the other may· 
be called into tl1e Service of a I·1Iissi on under the English 
Gouvernment, for our 1 Settlements have originally that 
Destination, to be Nurseries of 1-'Iissionaries. 
We have the highest Awe and Veneration for an Oath 
or Afrirmation, in Remembrance of the Word of Christ: 
Let your communication be Yea what is Yea and no what 
is no! If our Mouths should say yea and the Heart say 
Nay we should be Hypocrites and give false Witness. 
And tho' ev'ry one of us shall give Account df him-
self to God and 1tJe are nq.t to judge one another, yet 
to him that esteemeth anything to be unclean, to him 
it is unclean and charity obliges us not to offend one 
of oti.r Brethren .for 1r1hom Christ died. I 
Now as the greater Part of the United Brethren can-
not and will not take the prescribed Oath, why should 
you denie unto them Constitutional Liberty of Conscience? 
vlhy should they be punished for it with Imprisonment, 
Fines and Confiscation of their Estates? before you 
find them guilty of treasonable Practices against this 
or the other States, ~1ich by the Mercy or God, will 
never be the case; for they had themselves in Con-
science to seek the good of the Land 1,s1l1ere they sojourn 
and are ever i,rilling to do it, in ev' ry honest ltlay. 
And none will Scruple Solemly to promise: That we 
will not do anything injurious to this State or the 
United States of America, and that t.1e i-rill not give 
any Intelligence, Aid or Assistance to the British_ 
Officers or Forces a.t liar with this and the other St·atesl 
If one Singly or several jointly, act or do anything 
against this Declaration, let them be tried and pun-
ished as others who have taken the Te·st. We will by 
the Grace of God seek the Welfare of ~his Cou.ntry, as· 
long as we live in it. But it is our humble Request: 
That you may protect our Persons and Property against 
all Violence and oppr.assio~; to let us have the Benerit 
of' the Law; to grant us also some Relief in Regard to 
the Execution of the Militia Law and not to force Any 
of us, to act against our conscience and moral obliga-
tions. 
Let.·us continue quiet and peaceable in the Places 
where Providence has plaQed us, which are dedicated to 
God for the Advancen1ent of Religion_ and Virtue, and 
. 
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,. -~· which have been such approved Testimonies of the Breth-
ren Is being industrious useful Members of Society; permitt 
us to serve the p·:ublilr in our usual Callings u .. rnnolested. If you have your reasons to exclude us from the Rights 
of Freemen of this State, grant us. to enjoy a T9lera.nce 
as Peaceab·le Str2ngers. · 
We he..ve no Arms and wil,l bear none against this State or the other States; We desire no posts of Profit 
or Honour; We never rerused to pay Taxes laid upon us • 
. 
Ir we have no Right, we pray for Indulgence and Mercy. Blessed are the mercyful for they shall re-
ceive Mercy. 
But if we are not heard and any o~e or the United Brethren, by the operation Qr your Laws, Suffers Im-prisonment. or the Loss of his Proper.ty,. \ve declare be-for God and Man: That we do 11ot suff·er as headstrong, Willfull or disobedient Persons and Evil doers, but for Conscience sake and must leave oUI' cause to the Righ-teous Judge over all. 
' 
· 1rve the Subscribers, Bishops and Elders of the United Brethren Settled in Pensilvania beg leave to recommend this petition and humble Eepresentation into a kind and Serious consideration and to grant us and to our people 
such relief as the House finds 1neet and consistent 1-vi th Justice and Mercy and your Petitioners will ever pray.9 
On the back of this petition is a fQ.rm presumably 
Vilritten by John Ettwein showing certain objections that the 
Brethren had to the Test Acts. They would arfirin but not 
swear, and would bear true and unqualified allegiance to 
the state and the country but Ettwein purposely omitted ab-
juring the King. The oath that the Brethren could have 
accepted is here presented: 
9 
I, (A.B.) af.firm that I will be fai thi"ul and bear true allegiance to the State of Pensilvania and that I will not do or cause tp be dore anything pre judicial ·'. to this or the other United States, but will in all ( 
,:i 
Draft of Peti t'ion to the Penrisyl vania Assembly, May 1778, 
unsigned, Ettwein Papers, No.1289. 
1 
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Things behave and act as every good Subject of a State 
ought to do. 10-
The above mentioned o~th ivas sugge_~ted to the Brethren 
by Governor Mor!i;is of N-ew York.11 As there was nothing of.t;en-) -
• f 
sive in its ;';tent, Ettwein presented it, along with the Me-
morial, to Col. Bayard, Speaker.of the Assembly, at Lancaster 
for consideration. Ettwein then asked Bayard to for1r1ard the -
petition to the Executive Council if the Assembly did not act 
favorably on it. It was Ettwein's hope that the Executive 
Council would be more inclined to recommend to the Justices 
and other of~icers of government that 11 they refrain from 
troubling the persons and properties or the United Brethren, 
on acco1,int of the Test Acts, so long as the safety of the 
state would permit it and to grant- them protection against 
,, 
all riotous and lawless proceedings\of the people." 12 
While the Assembly was reviewing the Brethren's case, 
similar petitions were presented by the Schwenlr~elders, 13 
Anglicans and Mennonites for consideration. Flooded with 
·-
requests for relief from the Test Acts and rearful of public 
reaction, the House rejected all p-roposals to repeal or sus-. 
pend them, although strongly sympathizing with the B~ethren. 
The Speal{er told them that the preponderant majority of the 
10 
. Oath ~,ritten ~~ back J)f this petition was acceptable 
to the Moravians, · Ettwein Papers, No.1289. 11 
Letter written by Ettwein to Gdvernor J\iorris, no date, Ettwein Papers, No.1062. 
12 ''1, 
_ Lette~ 1r1ritten by Et·twein to Col. Bayard, May 1778, Ettwein Papers, No.786. 
13· 
Ettwein Papers, No.1600._ 
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House pitied them, and that it dist"i~essed him, personally, 
to learn that their neighbors entertained bitter thoughts 
against them. He then enume~_ated the f'~llowing reasons why 
q 
the Assembly could do nothing to ameliorate their posi ti.on: 
1) Because the most honorable Continental Congress, 
has made Tdl.own, "that these United Colonies right.fully 
1r1ere and should. be independent State(~ and that they 
had been absolved from all .allegianc'e to the British 
Crown, etc. 
2) Because many persons are among us who, because of 
prejudices, the hope of remunerative services, or ~or 
other despicable motives, prefer a slavish dependence 
upon the British ICing and hope to escape the a·ttention 
of the Governm.ent by raeans of a professed nel1trali ty •. 
It is therefore, higb.ly necessary to make a plain dis-
tinction by means or which to discern our rriends from 
our .foes. 
3) Because it is not comp,rehensible how anyone could 
·really promise allegiance to the United States and at 
the same time refuse to renounce allegiance to a power 
which, at the moment, without the least just cause, is 
engaged in an offensive, cruel 1:1ar against us, by its 
fleets and armies is devastating our land, searing and 
burning, pillaging and destroying, and com:m.i~ing every. 
outrage which the most refined cruelty of savage bar-
barians can invent. 
4) Because the Britisl1 openly assert that it is the 
opinion ot' those persons in whose name such petitions 
have been presented, that a general oath of allegiance 
to the King of· Great Britain n1ight be retained,-- and that 
any chai1ge by this House in the compulsory oath, in line 
with these petitions, would admit the obligation for and justice o.f tl1e formulation of such a. general oath. 
5) Because Germans, in particular, have no ground to 
protest against the oath of allegiance as decreed, since 
they in th.e past, almost _ir1i thout exception, have abjured 
allegiance to the royal family .9 v1rhich lost its claim to 
the British throne .for no more wanton and outrageous 
,deeds agatnst the rights of its subjects, than the pres-
ent King has been guilty of against the inhabitants of 
America. 
6) Because the House has taken special care in all its 
deliberations and undertaking-snot to give offense to 
any single religious society by sho11ing greater leniency 
towards any one t11.an towa~ds othe~s or by f'avoring one 
\. 
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rather than· another; and because many well disposed 
members or the Moravians as well as some other soci-
etj_es 51 volu~11ta.rily and freely ha.ve taken a11d su.bscribed 
to tl1e oath and aff irmatio11 of allee;ia11ce, rts tl10 laws 
of this State prescribe, therefore there is good reason 
to believe that the representations made against it are, 
in reality, only the representations of individual per-
~ sonso But even should that not be the case, this House 
could not gi~ant the })eti ti.oners su.ch a req_uest \·Ti thout 
arousing just suspicion and dissatisfa.ction among tnose 
who have already taken said oath and af£irmation. 14 
The House concluded the report by stating that it was 
nevertheless ready and 1"rilling at all times to grant the pe-
titioners every encouragement and protection in their power. 
Mr. Bayard, Speaker of the House, then predicted that the 
petitioners might have greater success with the next Assembly 
and should be patient -·in the interim; perhaps in the meantime 
the reasonableness of the oath might then become more plain 
' 
to them. The Speaker added that he would do all in his power 
to see that they would not be troubled·, if they remained quiet 
as they had hitherto done. He then advised the Brethren to 
address-a request to the Executive Council- seeking relief 
f'rom their dtstressing position, and that of.fic~ers be urged 
to use moderation and mercy in enforcing the· lavrs .15 
Follo1~ing_ Mr. Bayard's advice, Ettwein .forwarded a pe-
tition to the Pennsylvania Executive Council, on May 22,1778, 
solicitil).g their help. In the petition, the Brethren asked 
:that the CouncilAi--recommend to the justices or peace .and the 
14 ~ 
This is -an extract from the Minute:s of the Pennsylvania 
General Assembly, s.igned by John Morris Jr~,clerk, on May 1778, 
· ~~-" 'Ettwein Papers, No •. 1601. 
' ._ 15 ~ . 
B. Fitsch Harrison, Pennsylvania and the Revolutionary 
L~gacy (Bethlehem,1894) ,pp.125-29. ' · 
' .. 
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, other state officers that they execute the la1.~s in· .. regard to 
the Brethren with mercy and to grant them protection against 
all riotous and lawless proceedings of the people; also, that 
- --
the Brethren be allowed to serve the country in their lawful 
callings as long as the sa.f'ety of the state permitted ,iit.
16 
The next day, Mr. T. Matlock, secretary of the Executive Coun-
cil, informed the Brethren that after due consideration, it 
---
was thought it would not be well for the Council to do such 
a thing as a body, but that some members ~rould intercede for .. ,, 
16 
The original of the follo1-1ing copy is preserved in the 
Stauffer coilection at the New York Public Library, Department 
of Documents. 
It reads: To His Excellency the President and the Honor-
able r:1erabe1·s of the Executive Council. 
The Petition of the Subscriber Humbly Sheweth 
That your Humble Pet,~ tioner 1AJas sent by the United Breth-
ren settled at Bethlehem, Nazareth, Emaus, Litiz and others 
in Union 1t1i th them, 1-.ri th a Htunble Petition to the General As-
sembly of this State, setting forth their Sufferings by. the 
severe and rigorous Execution ~f several Laws of This State 
and praying for some Relief in Regard to the Test Acts, as 
the greater Part of them cannot take the Oath of Abjuration, 
tho! they are willing to give all Assurance of their Faith 
and .Allegiance to this State. And finding that the General 
Assembly is not disposed to make for the present any Alter-
- at ion in those La1~s, Your Petitioner fears, that even the. 
humble Application of the 1·a1r.rs by the Government, might in-
cite some violent ~ien to execute those Lav!S with an u~nneces-
sa~y Rigor and greater Severity upon them and therefore most 
humbly prays in the Name or the United Brethren and on their 
Behalf.; that tr1e Honorable Council 1rrould favor ther11 1,-1i th a 
Reconnnendation to the Justices and other officers of Govern-
ment: To execute the Lali'JS in. Regard to the Brethren 1rJi th -
Moderation and fviercy and to grant them the Protection against 
all .. riotous and lawless Proceedings of the People., that they 
may serve the Country in their lawful Callings 1 so long as 
the Safety of the State may permit ito s·uch a Recommenda.tion 
would highly oblige the United · Brethren and V\Jould prevent a 
great deal of 'I1rouble and needless Distress to many good and 
wo~thy Subjects of this Stateo And your Petitioner shall ever 
pray •. (This petition of John Ettwein on behalf of the Moravians 
was read in Council May 22,1778). 
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them with the county o·fficers .17 
Meanwhile, pursuatt to the request or the Brethren, 
George Bryan, Vice President of the Faxecut.ive Council for- -
warded to Robert Levers (Justice and County Clerk in Easton) 
the following mesiage: 
The Moravians and Schwenkfelders have urged to be freed of the Abjuration, this may ·not be done ror ob-
vious Reasons, one is, because they a.re willing to prom-ise Allegiance, as properly this includes the other 
and 1"1ould seem as if they had some groundless Reserve 
_or did not consider it as renouncing all othero 
Yet the State 1r1ish not to have them distressed about 
the Oath .farther then the Disabilities ensuing .from .:: 
their ·01rJn Ifeglect, these are su~fj cient. In special 
Cases and with dangerous Persons the calling on Persons 
to appear and s1rJear, may be }Jell eno1-1gh. The Power was 
nece.ssary whilst the(? Enemy are in the Stftte and, the War prosecuted with Violence. It is wished that a11·unequal 
Treatment as the r11 ili tia Fines or other~rise and all Un-
· justice be avoided;·· and particularly all tumultuous and 
riotous Treatrnent be discontenanced. These things raay do 
Discredit to our Cause. Your zeal and Attention to Law 
and Order are not doubted, but some late Proceedings con-
vince me that your Interposition in a prudent Way ivill be useful in the County. 
I am, 
George Bryon 16 
The Brethren had other friends in the Assembly who were 
interested in their welfare and not at all pleased with the 
' 
way the Test Act was being _enforced; one such man was Assem-
blyman John Van Campen of Northampton County. Alarmed· at the 
needless suffering caused by the strict·enrorcement or the 
laws, he wrote John Arndt as follows: 
17 
Executi·ve Council I s answer to the Brethren is on the 
back of th.is petition, Etti1ein Papers, No.1300A • 
. 18 
. Copy letter, George Brypn (Lancaster) to Robert Levers (Easton), May 1778, Ettwein·,·Papers, No.1520 •. 
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Having this Day return'd from the House of Assem~ly, 
no.w sitting in Philadelphia, and being inform'd at this 
Place, that Some Persons are minded to carry the Test 
\Lav-J into full and rigid Exect1tion, against the TJni ted 
Brethren tl1ere; I therefore taJre the Liberty to inform 
all such, That a. Supplement to the said Test La1:·Js, for 
the Ease and Relief of all quiet-r,1inded Persons in this 
State, not having taken the same, 1.rras in agitation.9 
}1hen I left tl1e House and I conclude }Jill be p erf~ected 
this Weeko I think it, on that account, very advisable,, 
.as well as just and prudent 9 to Suspend 9 for a Time, 
~y P~osecution, on that Account, until the Proceedings 
or Assembly be l{nown, in regard to the Sarne. 
Bethlehem, 7th Sept.1778 
John Van Campen , 
One of the Members or Assembly 
ror Northampton.County. 19 
.J::l .. 
Concerned with the furor that the arrests were causing 
in the state capitol and els·ewhere, John Arndt (Justice of 
Peace), wrote to his colleagues advising them to suspend the 
execution of the laws against the Brethren until a more· favor-
able time. His letter contained the following admonition: 
) 
Gentlemen: 
I was this Day called on with a Letter from John Van 
Campen Esquire, one of the Members of Assembly, Setting 
forth, that last Week a Supplement to the Test Law was 
. in agitation in the !Iouse o And at the Same 1"1as in.formed 
that you had issued your Summons to the Constable, to Sum-
mon the United Bretl1ren of Bethlehem, Nazareth., Gnadenthal 
and Christansbrunn to appear before you on the 14 Instant. 
I a1n of opinion a.s such. as above mentioned is in agita-
tion, it would be J~rt1d·ent for a "Wb.ile to Suspend the r·ig-
orous Execution of the said Law, until it may be known 
what revisals the Legislature have made. I am Gentlemen 
your most 
Hunible Servant 
Jacob Arndt. 20 
19 ~ . 
·Ettwein Papers, No.1518A. 
20 
Copy letter from John.Arndt, J.P., of 
ship to Jacob Morry~ and Frede-rich Limbach, 
Sept.8,1778, Ettwein Papers, No.1518. 
... 
... 
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·· ... As a result of the afore..:.mentioned letters, the Brethren 
~eceived some relief rrom torment and prosecution due to the 
Test Acts; however, it was slight and intermittent. Finally, 
'\.. 
on September 10,1778, another Supplement to the test.act w~s 
passed. It decreed that a person 1-1ho had neglected or re-
'·,-··, 
fused to comply with the requ~rements of the law would be-
. . . 
come ine~gible to he elected as a delegate in Congress for 
this Commony1eal th. Also no person would be allovred to vote 
at any election without firs~-producing a certiricate, show-· 
ing that he had taken and subscribed to the oath or affirma-
tion, as required by law.21 
With the enactment of the· new supplement the prosecution 
of the Brethren was,resumed with vigor;22 sever.al members of 
the society were placed in jail on .. charges of not fa.voring 
independence. They were then notified to leave the county 
within thirty days, and all their moveable property was 
talren fr-om them and sold at public auction. 
Again the recurring _question· came up for discussion 
among the.perplexed Brethren as to whether the time had not 
·, , 
come when all who felt so inclined should take the test, in 
protection,of .persons and property, and again there was a 
\ 
difference of opinion. However, some of the Brethren in LitiJ 
had already taken the oath, .and even Ettwein was ready to take 
the final step i~ becoming Americanizea.23 Meanwhile, he 
21 
Statutes at·Large of Pennsylvania 1776-1779,ed. James T. 
Mitche11 and Henry-FTa:rid-e'rs ('Harrisburg; 1903),IX,147-1L~9. 
22 
, Copy of surm.nons issued by Justices I~iorrey and Leimbach 
of Nor~thampton County, Sept.4,,1778, Ett1r1ein Papers, No.1604. 
23 
Ettwein Papers, No.834. 
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suggested a period of watchful-waiting, assuring the Brethren 
,. 
~1 
that a change in fortune 1r1as only a matter of time. Others 
lacked this cool confidence. To reassure the doubtful, the 
Bishop travelled to Phila.delphia to consult with reliable men, 
well versed on this matter. He returned·to Bethlehem on the 
"·-' •-.,~ 
.JI' 
last day of October with renewed assurances of future success.; 
But some were still,not satisfied, and when Ettwein was absent 
due to other business, they delegated De Schweinitz24 t~ go 
-back to Philadelphia to asce~tain their true position.. He 
returned to Bethlehem assured that nothing could be done at 
that time,. -nothing· that is but remain patient and quiet. Mean-
while those who 1,Jished to take the test 1vere, of course, at 
liberty to tal-ce it withctn·,.tn:e_·.specified time. 
The more obstinate in the society decided to make one 
more appeal to the Assembly for a redrBss of grievances.· Thus 
· on October 1778, the Brethren addressed this appeal to the 
General Assembly for relief from the enforcement of the test. 
acts. The drart in part is as follows: 
And now the Spirit of Persecution is waiting at the 
very Gates of Bethlehem and the other fine Settlements 
of the United Brethren in Northampton County. The 
Magist1'")ates have begun 1,1ith issuing Gm eral hTarrants 
against the whole Community and imprisoning ten Persons. 
78 
In three }1onths Time the Whole Brotherhood ma.y be upon 
the last Stage of all their To·il and Labour in this Country, 
when Banishment of their P~rsons and Confiscation of their 
" 
.24 
John Christian Ale·xander. de Schweinitz born at Nieder 
Leuba, Silesia, October 17,1740, died in Herrnhut, Feb.26,1802. 
He came to Ai.'11erica in 1770, after ha_ving served the "church in 
Germany as teacher and secretary of the Governing Boar·a. He 
11as appointed £i1')st official Adrainistrator of the Unity in 
Bethlehem and neighboring congregations. 
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Estates, agreeable to the 4th Section of the Act for the 
further Security of the Governmert, must follow of course, 
without the Legislature of the State will timelj inter-
pose in Favour of a sober, quiet and industrious People, 
who 11.ave eveJ:? b·e,en obedient to the La1,rs ancl sougl1t the 
Good of the Cou_nt.ry in 11\rhich they live and 1-rho at this 
very Time are willing to promise Faith and Allegiance 
to the State or Pennsylvania and not to do or countenance 
any Thing injurious to the United States 0£ America. 
' I 
In this,critical Situation of their At.fairs and in 
these sincere Professions of their Allegiance and Fidel-
ity your !'·1.emoralists 1nost humbly pray .for the Benefit 
and E~fect of the above mentioned Resolve o~ the late 
Ho,use of Assembly • 
. • • it may perhaps at this Day be not inconsistent with 
the Welfare of this and . the other Statep or America, if 
that same Law should not be executed to its utmost Rigour, 
without it be against Persons l~rho shall prove to be in-
imical to the State or shall be in the Opinion of the 
Courts of Justice., upon good Grounds., become suspected 
of entertaining such inimical dispositions, which seans 
to you1., Mernoralists to have been the very Intention of 
the said Act of Assembly, as it has been the constant 
Practice in England upon those Acts of farliament against 
rapists from which it is copied. 
We pray therefore most ardently to grant us and others 
Relief, by a Mitigation of the Test Acts, so that we 
can lead a quiet and peaceable Life in Godliness and 
Honesty under the pres§nt government. And your petition-
ers shall ever pray. 2~ 
The above draft wa~ presented to Speaker Bayard on 
Noy.9 ,._1778, who introduced it to the Assembly and did all 
in his power for it. However, the draft was severely op-
.. posed by the majority and 1ivas f'inally shelved in consider-
ation of a new act that was, at that time, being proposed. 
On December 5,1778, the test act was again revised by .. 
25 
Ettwein Papers, ·No.1606. This is the rirst draft of the 
petition presented to the General Assembly in October 1778. 
HoVlrever' there is another copy 1-.rhich is slig;htly different, 
see Ettwein Papers No.1298, copy of the Petition of October, 1778, pre"s ented to Mr. Lewis tveiss of Philadelphia for approval • 
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the General Assembly. Section III stated that, whereas many 
faithf'ul subjects of the state were unable to take the test 
for the following reasons: "sickness, absence ( from tl1e state_), 
-- -·. 
want or inrormation, and other unavoidable causes, within 
the limited times and have since become subject to the dis-
abilities anq penalties imposed; and have not thereafter 
talren any oath or affirmation to the King of Great Britain, 
shall have an opportunity to take the oath and have all the 
privileges of a free citizen of this state restored to them." 
Section X, added that, nothing in this act shall extend to 
·discharge any person who had incurred a forfeiture of doubl,e: 
taxes rrom the payment incurred by past violations.26 
• 
. , 
, 
This act did li·ttle if anything to relieve the su.f.ferin 
of the Brethren. Then on March 31,1779, the Assembly again 
.felt the urge for further modification of the law. The stated 
purpose was to disarm persons who had not given attestations 
of allegiance and fidelity to Pennsylvania and the other 
states.27 
On October 1,1779, another Supplement to the test act 
was added to the laws of Pennsylvania. Section III specified 
that, "wl1ereas it is unjust, as well as impolitic to admit to 
a common participation of the blessings _of independence, those 
who refuse to share in connn.on with the good people of these 
states, the dangers anc;1 inconveniences of the present· co.ntest," 
26 
•, ....... 
Pa. Archives, Record Group 26, I, Chapter 87,pp.228-232. Also cited in Pennsylvania Statutes at ·Large 1776-1 ..779, IX, 303-08. 
27 
Pennsylvania Statutes at Large, XIII, Chapter DCCCXXXVI, pp.346-48. - ~ 
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all white male inhabitants in this state, above the age of 
e~hteen, who have not hitherto taken any oath or arrirmation 
on or before a specified time shall be excluded from, and 
incapable of electing or being elected into, or holding any 
office of trust within this government or serving on Juries, 
• 
or keeping schools (except in private houses). The act,how-
ever, did not exempt violator·s from serving in the of'fices 
of supervisors of the highways, collectors of public t·ax·es, 
or overseers of the poor. 28 The Brethren had no desire to 
elect to office nor be elected thereto, and to be freed from 
jury duty in such a time represented a real gain for them, 
otheri-1ise the revision 1"1as o:f little consequence or conc-ern 
for them,. except in that it kept the fire smouldering on ap 
unpleasant issue. 
Finally the long war crune to an end. On January 20,1783, 
the preliminary Treaty of Peace had been concluded. On April 
11th Congress ordered a ceasation of hostilities; this.was 
announced on the 16th by the Supreme Executive Council of 
Pennsylvania. The final treaty o:f peace which was signed 
September 3, was ratified by Congress on January 14,1784. 
/ 
With the coming of peace the i"ortunes of the Brethren 
changed for the better for on November 25,1785, the General 
Assembly signed into law a bill permitting the Moravians to 
substitute an affirmation for an oath. The law read in part: 
. '' 
·An Act to confirm to the members of the Church of 
Pennsylvania Sta.tut es at fiarge, XIII·, Chapter DCCCLII, p.404. I 
•. 
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the United Brethren in this state the priviledge of 
being admitted to take an a.ffirma.t ion instead of' an 
oath. o o o Be it enact·ea by the Council and General 
. Assembly o.f this State and it is tru_ly enacted by the 
.. author1 ty 9f the sarne, th.at frorr1 and ·after the r>ublication 
of this AC t every -person being a 111ernber of the congre-
gation or society bf the United Brethren, who s4a11 be , 
required upon any occasion to take an oath in any case 
1r.rhereby la"ljlj, an oath is or shall be required shal1 in-
stead of the usual form be permitted to make this or 
other solemn affirmation or declaration in the 1-rords 
follo1r1ing: 
-·,-
"I,(A.B.) do declare in the presence of all-mighty 
God the vJitness of the truth of in1hat I say." Which 
solemn affirmation or declaration shall be adjudged and 
taken, and it is he"reby enacted and declared to be of 
the sa.me force· and e.ffect to all intents and purposes 
j_n all Courts of justice and other places 1/IThere by law 
an oath is or shall be required, within this state as 29 
if such person had taken an oath in the usual form ••• 
On October 5,1786, af'ter the declaration of independence, 
when there was no more danger from British supremacy, several 
Brethren performed the act o.f allegiance according to the 
newly revised test act in the presence of Justice Hartmann 
in Bethlehem. 30 Finally, according to .. Henry, John Ett1rJein 
signed his name to the oath of allegiance commencing with 
the 1r1ords, "We do swear. n 31 
- 'The passing of time works many changes and. sets_ a limit 
to .. all sufferings. This is amply demonstrated by the fact 
that all the test laws of Pennsylvania had no permanence 
because t,hey were passe'd,.during periods of emotion and strain .•. 
29 
Copies of an act permitting Moravians to substitute~ 
affirmation for an oath, passed by the General Assembly 
Nov.25,1786, Ettwein Papers, No.1626 and No.1627. 
30 
The Diary of the Be·thlehem_ Congregation, XXXV, 245. 
Translat~d from the German to the English by Lothar Madeheim. 
31 
Henry, History o the .Lehi Valle , p.212 • 
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When cooler heads prevailed, legislation of a more equitable. 
,. 
'· ' 
nature came into being, i.e., when on March 13,1789 the 
General Assembly passed the final and last act to repeal 
all the laws or the Commonwealth requiring any oath or a.£-
firmation of allegiance from tr1e inhabitants therein. Section 
I, stated that, "all acts which require any oath or affirmation 
of allegiance or fidelity to this Com.mon1iJeal th. • • or of 
abjuration or renunciation of any foreign power ..•• shall 
be repealed." Section II, added that, any persons who· have 
not taken the oath or affirmation who have been excluded 
rrom certain priviledges and exempted from certain burdens, 
~ 
shall be restored to and placed on the s·arne footing as the 
other citizens of the state.32 Peace and quiet finally re-
turned to Bethlehem. With nenewed courage the Brethren 
looked to the future, deliberated on the changed conditions· 
and ag.ain placed' their care in the hands of the Saviour. 
Here the matter rested while the nation healed it·s· wounds, 
and the subject of the test- acts, as they affected the 
Brethren may be closed. 
32 
Pa. Archives, Record Group 26, III,pp.476~77. Also 
cited in Pennsylvania Statut.es at Large, 1787-1790 ,XIII, ·• 
222-24. 
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Conclusion 
•: 
. 
"•\ . 
The Brethren first showed signs of being non-conformists, 
in the fifteenth century, when t~ey challeµged the authority 
-
of mighty Rome on religious doctrine. The resultant· .. acts of 
apostasy ma.de every non-Romanist practically an outlaw in 
• 
I,, Moravia and Bohemia. Persecution followed the rebellion. On 
the 6th of July,1415, the Bohemian reformer, John Hus~ was I 
- ". 
burned at the stake. But the Papists who had silenced him 
could not destroy his message, and at last there drew together 
.. 
·' 
a little body of religious men, who agreed to accept the Bible 
as their only standard of faith and practic~, and .. established 
. ' 
a strict discipline which would keep their lives in the sim-
plicity, purity, and brotherly love of the Apostolic Church. 
The formal organization or ·the Unitas Fratrum (the Unity of 
Brethren) followed and its growth was rapid. Discontent and 
unrest~read to the political, as well as, the religious 
.. 
aspects in their society. Fighting broke out·, anew, and when 
the rebellion continueq, recalcitrants were pl~ced in the dark 
·" .,. "I). 
-
recesses of dungeons and abandoned until such time as they de-
cided to recant or until death claimed their, remains. Others, 
more fortunate, escaped and fled to~the wild forests and moun~ ' .. ,,_1 ' 
tains where they endured starvation and cold, slept in ·caves, 
and roamed the land like wild beasts in search or food. In 
short, they endured every species of torture wh·ich :refined 
.. 
' 
cruelty could invent. From that time on their history has 
• 
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been one of successive struggles for freedom . and .for the pr.,es- ... 
ervation of their primitive Christianity in character and form. 
Disruption and dispersion dig not, however,: mean extinc-
tion.·· Large numbers who 1remained in the home lands of the 
church continued to cherish its faith and tradition and to 
meet in secret, these came to be called "the hidden seed" of 
the church_, · Those who ~,ent into exile .found their i'1ay in part 
to the Polish congregation of the church. Others rallied and 
held together so far as possible in other regions, waiting for 
.the time ivhen they could again reunite in.peace. 
Early in 1722, members of "the hidden seed" made prelim-
inary overtures to emigrate to a Protestant country. These 
crune into contact with a Saxon nobleman, Nicholas Lewis, Count 
_, 
·C' 
of Zinzendorf and begged asylum. He acceded to their vrish and 
granted them a plot of land on his estate at Berthelsdorf in 
Upper Lusatia, where they proceeded to rebuild their ancient 
· church. Hearing that they had reached a place of safety, 
other Brethren took .their lives in their hands and followed, 
risking the imprisonment and torture which were sure to follow 
' 
an unsuccessful attempt to leave a province. 
Under Zinzend_orf I a guidance the group took on a new 
.form, and certain religious concepts became solidi.fied in 
' 
· doctrine,- constitution, discipline and ritual,· these ~hanges ~, 
were central and ~ccepted by all. Basic belief decreed that 
all true rollowers of Christ would be bound by the six com-
mandments recorded in the fifth chapter of Matthew. From 
this, it was logically concluded that no member o:f the chu·rch · 
... -, 
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was allowed to testify in court, to take an oath, to fill a 
. c1·v11 of fie e,. to keep an inn or carry on a mercantile business 
involving the sale or anything except that dictated by the 
·Lord's plan, nor serve in the army. "When a Brother was .called 
upon to render military service, he could with clear con-
• ~ r .' 
science secure an exemption by paying a sum_of money as might 
be ·required, instead of rendering bodily service. This ex-
pedient in no way violated any civil or ecclesiastical rule 
of Herrnhut, or for that matter of Saxony. 
____... •.. 
Here then the seeds were sown for future religious non-
conformity, determination to suffer persecution for their 
convictions, abhorrence to oaths, abomination of anything 
-
military, cormnunal living which would set them apart from 
• J.J 
their American neighbors at a future time, exile, ridicule, 
and other practices that would be thought odd by many. These 
. 
concepts must be kept- in mind in order to follow intellig~nt~~ 
the Brethren 1 s course in the new world where they would suffer 
the scorn or their neighbors; where they would be subject to 
ridicule, fine and even imprisonment by the civil authorities 
1.-J"hose duty it was to en.force the war measures which were so 
unpopular with the Brethren. 
But_ even in Herrnhut, peE!,ce and tranquility were to evade 
the.men of God. Watchful enemies accused them of being non-
Christians because of' the difference in ritual. Words like 
' 
. / 
heretic, .. Papist, r·enegad~ and religious deviate were connnon 
terms used by certain Protestant g:roups who despised the Breth-
' ren and secretly plotted their banishment. Also, the- Brethren~s 
., 
,. 
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connnunity, long suspected as being a harboring place of S~pa-
~atists, was under attack at the King's court. Zinzendorf 
soon recognized the necessity of decentralizi~ the brother-
' hood. The mission program offered one step in that direction. 
America offered the best possibility for that type ··of under-
,!J 
taking. Tired of Catholic persecution in their homeland and· 
Protestant int-0leration in Saxony, the weary Brethren in 1727, 
decided to send a colony to America to seek religious freedom 
fo:[) ___ themsel ves, and at the sam.E: time to spread the word of 
the Lord to the savages of the forests and to the thousands 
or unchurched white settlers living there. 
In 1734 the Brethren obtained a grant of land and certain 
promises: that they would be placed under the protection of 
the English King and Parliament, that they would not be called 
on for military duty; however, they wou1a·; be·:·subject, if nec-
essary, to pay a double ivar tax in lieu of such service, to 
the Trustees of, ~he Georgia colony. With the promise of full 
liberty of conscience and all other indulgences in regard to 
their particular principles assured them, the Brethren under 
the leadership of August Gottlieb Spangenberg set sail for 
the new land. In the following year Bishop 'David Nitschmann 
guided a second;' group there. By !.7_40 the Georgia settlement 
' ' 
had _ cleared themselves of debt, paying -for both their land 
' 
-
I' r· 
and for the costs of their voyage. But war·between England 
... 
and Spain broke out. Georgia,.,. caught between Sp·anish Florida 
and English Carol~.P.as, became a battlegro:und. The Brethren 
rather than abandon their conscientious objections to bearing 
\ 
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arms, abandoned instead ;thei!' gains which they had 1r1on at --~· 1• 
such a great effort from men and nature. They turned their 
backs on what they had built and started north towards the 
hills and mountains or Pennsylvania. 
Arriving in Penn'_s colony in 1740., the much persecuted 
refugees took :UP residence in the· Forks of the Delaware where 
, 
· 1 
they lived in peace. Concern over the violation of trust in 
1 
the matter or bearing arms in the Georgia ventur~ and the 
possibility of facing ~.!le same prospects, at a future date., 
in other colonies, moved the Brethren to petition the King 
and Parliament of Great Brita~n to grant them in all the 
British dominions an exemption .from bearing arms, or personal 
service in war and to accept their arfirmation instead of an 
oath. Arter a full enquiry into the origin, doctrine and dis-
cipline of the United Brethren, the request was granted in 
1749 by a public act ___ of' Parliament and signed by the King. 
But Pennsylvania.~ l·ike Georgia, Herrnhut, Bohemia and 
Moravia before was to prove no different for the troubled 
Brethren in matters of peace and freedom of conscience. "When ~ r . 
war broke out on April 19.,1775, at Lexington, the hard-earned 
rights and special exemptions against bearing arms granted by 
. "' 
the English began to wither, dry-up, and disappear. 
The years 1777, 1778 and 1779 saw the enactment of many 
new military and test acts by the Pennsylvania General Assembly 
. 
. conflict ·with t~e religious scruples of many dissident relig-
/ 
· ious organizations, including the Brethren. Harassment and 
ridicule by the :peighbors_, f'ine and imprisonment by the civil 
l/l·I• 
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authorities became the rule of thumb in handling such matters.· 
Appeals against extortion and fraud, unequal enforcement of 
the laws, and investigation of corrupt practices in relation 
to test acts availed little, is not hard to understand. 
Whether the Brethren were justified in defending their 
religious principles, and insisting on maintaining their ex-
emption from bearing arms, tot~~ point of obstinancy and en-
deavoring to hold all their.young men who might have yielded, 
may well be questioned. The time hPd finally arrived when a 
review of the truism that "allegiance and protection being 
I 1 
·.~(.' 
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equal, "those who would., not bear the former 01ight not be entitled· 
to the benefits of the latter, should have been examined more 
closely by church authorities and then acted upon. Also the 
matter of further loyalty to the King-as a tenet of religious 
obligation should have been disc·arded b.y the society at a 
much earlier date because the King could no longer protect 
them in that loyalty. And, lastly, the provision that affir-
mation might take the place of an oath, in formally trans-
ferring allegiance· to the colonies, removed the last scruple 
about oath taking. 
At the time, a critical examination of the situation 
has s_hown that not every revolutionist was disloyal and base. 
Not all who were ready to shoulder a musket in the time of 
need, not all who without hesitation ·took the oath, were un-
selfish, noble~minded patriots a-s· it would be pleasant for us 
to believe. There were also many· who although not weakening 
the cause of independ-enae:::by personal motives,· but dejected 
,. 
.. '\; 
'J 
' 
by the general conditions of things, created confusion and 
turinoil with ~hose with whom the-y came into daily contact. 
The more the whole truth and all sides of it bec~me 
lo.lown, the less does a position like that maintained by the 
Brethren need being apologi~ed ~for, and the less hesitancy 
I • 
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need there be in censuring those who v1ere in a -position to 
~~ 
bring the--"niilitia and test acts to be-ar upon them. Not all 
.~ ,-
or these men were unselfish patriots laboring in the best 
interests o:r their country's cause. There were a few such 
men, who made the collection of military fines and the pro-
curing of substitutes for the delinquent Brethren, a profitable 
business. There were others, inflated with their own imper-
. 'j . 
tance, who found the enforcement of the various laws against 
the Brethren, a means to a political end. In view or all 
this, it is a matter of astonish_ment that a minority group 
like the Brethren passed through the 1--1ar unscathed, beyond 
the deprivation suffered in the matter of military fines, 
and the inconveniences of incarceration due to the en:Corce-
ment of these same lai-Js. 
The men who despised the Brethren never had the"satis-
faction of seeing Moravian names inscribed in any long lists 
proclaimed under the Act of' Attainder. ·, If' these same patri-
otic men wanted to uncover the truth, they would have found 
that the Brethren cheerfully f~~nished quanities of provisions 
...... 
to the Continental army; provided care, ·supplies, and buildings 
for hos.pi tal purposes for wounded soldiers; buried their dead, 
I\ /f 
and suffered the ravages or .spotted fever while attending to 
. . ... :·' I 
the soldiers' every need. However, it 111 as chiefly in their. 
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Iridian missions tha·t the Brethren influenced the course of' the 
Revolution the most. It was their influence in the councils 
of the Iraquois and Delawares that restrained these nations 
from war activities in those gloomy years of struggle when 
- i ... 
their po"t-1er might have proven a serious menace to the Amer- . 
• ican cause •. 
Unfortunately, the Brethren dared .to be different, to 
I 
.:· ···} 
refuse to bear arms, to refuse to take an oath when everyone 
else did, in a time when the land in whi~h they lived was 
aflame with passion and filled with violeilce. Others who 
:1. 
did the sa.t~e, the thousands of Loyalists, for example, were 
uprooted and d~stroyed. ·Yet the Brethren escaped that fate 
though they had no protec.tion stronger than their faith in 
the rightness ·for their vJay of ·1ife and, they persistently 
main'tained that view from their very beginning in Bohemia, 
up to and including the Revolutionary period in America~ 
The Brethren's position during this period, a willingness 
to affirm allegiance to the Colonies, while at the same 
time refusing to abjure the King, and stoutly maintaining 
a recusant position in relation to bearing arms and the 
taking of oaths was not as illogical as it appeared to their 
Anglophobie neighbors. 
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